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PREFACE

The means by which a small rural school system might provide a continuing

curriculum development process are limited fiscally in most areas of Montana.

Through the acquisition of a federal grant under ESEA Title III, we in the Fort

Benton System have been able to overcome this limitation to some degree. Found

in the pages of this curriculum outline are the efforts of Fort Benton teachers

and administrators as well as the efforts of personnel from seven other Montana

schools.

In today's paper world we often measure success by the volume of the printed

word. The efforts put forth by the people involved in this project in no way can

be acknowledged simply through an observance of volume. The real success of the

program appears in the regeneration of teaching philosophy, methodology and enthu-

siasm. These in most part will show in the benefits rendered the students in the

years to come.

I am not only proud to have been a part of this projects but also thank all

the people involved for their eoopera ion. Any success or benefits of the project

are theirs.

Members of this project from the Fort Benton School System will be avai able

for consultant service to aRy organization or school district w th regard to the

outline contained herein or any other part of the project.
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STATEMENT OF PHILGSOPHY

We, the committee on mathematics believe that in order to function in

society today every individual must have a basic knowledge of mathematics.

This becomes apparent as each of our students assumes his role as a producer

and consumer in our society. As our civilization becomes more and more com-

plex and technological advances are made, the need for even greater under-

standing of mathematical concepts becomes essential. Not only must a basic

knowledge of mathematics be provided in a mathematics program, but also an

opportunity for the gifted child to develop to the best of his ability the

mathematical skills and theory demanded by the technological, as well as the

scientific realms of our society.

A curriculum should provide the students with a sequential program K-12.

We believe that in using a guide the teacher at each level should acknowledge

the individual capabilities of the students. Each child should be allowed to

experience some success in mathematics so that he will develop a confidence in

his ability and a desire for continuous learning and self-improvement.



INTRODUCTION

This Mathematics Curriculum was developed primarIly for the Fort Benton

Sch ol System by a committee representing several Montana School Districts.

The project was funded through an ES A Title III grant to the Fort Benton

Public Schools.

The writing of this curriculum outline involved a highly concentrated six-

week effort on the part of each individual committeeman. The Mathematics pro-

ject personnel were:

James A. Longin

Johanna Sorkness

Vicky Morger

Rhee Semenza

Patricia Paulsen

Elsie Gierke

Jay Herman

Royce Cappis

Richard Langdon Chester

Joseph Tacke Chester

Sister Elizabeth Gress Great Falls

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Fort Benton

Project Director

Group Leader

Lay Citizen Advisor

Student Consultant
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TERMINOLOGY

1. ADVANCED MATHEMATICS - a course designed to provide an opportunity for the
student to further his mathematical knowledge in preparation for post-secondary education.

2 ALGEBRA - a course designed to further the understanding of the basic struc-
ture of the real number system.

APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICS - a major theme developed in this guide that
deals with the.act of applying learned mathematical knowledge to one'senvironment.

4. BEHAVIORAL CONCEPT - refers to the major themes for each grade level writtenin behavioral terms,

5. BEHAVIORAL SUB-CONCEPT - refers to the more specific type of behavior expec-ted from the student to show his'understanding of the major themes.

BEHAVIORAL INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - refers to those objectives developed
from the behavioral concept and used to measure the terminal behaviorof the student.

7. CLASSIFY - to group according to a system.

8 COMPARE - to show the contrast or similarity between things.

9. CONSTRUCT - make or finish making a drawing or construction that identifies
a particular object or set of conditions.

10. CONSUMER MATHEMATICS - a course developed to offer the student mathematicswhich he can aPply as he becomes a consumer in our society.

11. DEFINE - to establish or state clearly with authority.

12. DETERMINE - to fix conclusively or authoritatively; to come to a decision.

13. DEMONSTRATE - to explain, or show, by use of examples or other illu trativematerial.

14. DEVELOP - to study a c ncept or topic in depth.

15.

16.

DIFFERENTIATE

DISTINGUISH

to recognize and state differences.

perceive as being separate or diffe

17. FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS - a major theme developed in
with the concepts of functions and relations .

ent.

this guide that deals

GENERAL MATHEMATICS a course designed to review previlously learned mathe-matics and apply this knowledge to practical life situations.

GEOMETRY - a major theme developed in this guide; a branch of mathematics
that deals with the measurements, properties and relationships offigures in space.



20. IDENTIFY - to show that a thing is the-same as that which is al eady known.

21. INDICATE - to point out or make known.

22. INTRODUCE to present for the first time, not expecting complete develop-
ment of a concept or process.

23. MANIPULATIVE OBJECTS tangible aids used in the classroom to help develop
understanding of mathematical concepts.

24. MASTER - to complete the development of a concept or topic for fullest under-
standing at a designated level.

25. MATHEMATICAL NOTATION - a major theme developed in this guide that deals with
the symbolic representation of mathematical ideas and operations.

26. MEASUREMENT - a major theme developed in this guide that deals with the act
of comparing to some unit recognized as a standard.

27. NUMBER SENTENCES - a major theme developed in this guide that deals with
ideas expressed in mathematical sentences.

28. NUMBER THEORY - a major theme developed in this guide that deals with the
study of numbers and the relations between them.

29. OPERATIONS - a major theme developed in this guide that deals with the pro-
cess of carrying out the rules of procedures in mathematics.

30. OPTIONAL - concepts beyond the basic curriculum of a grade level, to be
presented if time and ability permit.

31. PERFORM - to carry out a process; to execute

32. RECOGNIZE - to identify or perceive to be something p eviously known.

33 RELATE - to give an account of an experience.

34. SHOW AN AWARENESS - to be conscious of the existence of something.

35. SIMPLIFY the process of reducing an expression or statement to its least
complex form.

36. SKETCH - to draw a rough version.

37. UNDERSTAND to have a knowledge of;

WORKABLE KNOWLEDGE - the ability
cesses with understanding.

work with mathematical concepts and pro-,
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BASIC GOALS

This guide has been constructed to provide a basic Sequential program and

suggested options in mathematics for grades K-12 to fulfill the following goals

as set forth by this committee:

1. Develop an appreciation for and an interest in the need for mathematics in
daily life.

2. Develop a knowledge of mathematical concepts.

3. Develop the skill of computation.

4. Develop .an underStanding and use of a mathematical terminology.

5. Develop an ability-to analyze and solve Mathematical probleMs.

6. Develop the ability to apply inductive and deductive reasoning in math -

matical Situations.

7. Develop an ability to apply mathematical concepts and skills-in daily life.-

8. Develop a basis for expanded study in the field of mathematics.

9 Develop a-knowledge-of career. opportunities An the area of matbe atics.

10.. Develop a desire for- continuousiTearning: and self-fmprovement iR mathematics',
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THEMES AND THEIR RATIONALE

Six themes are covered in the area of mathematics in grades K-6. The ration-
ale for each of these themes follows:

Grade
Level Theme Rationale

K-6 Number Theory 1. The understanding of number patterns, structure
and basic properties of number systems is essen-
tial to all work in mathematics. Therefore, at
an early age, the student is introduced to fun-
damental concepts of number theory.

Mathematical 1. Since mathematics requires a distinctive mode of
Notation communication, numerals and symbols are used to

represent mathematical concepts in a symbolic
form.

2. The student needs to have a functional command
of this mathematical language in order to per-
form efficiently.

Mathematical
Operations

'Geo etry..:

1. The student must develop progressively the skills
needed to-perform -the'oathematical operations
accurately and efficiently. At eack level of
learning the student must possess a workable
knowledge of these skills-in order to apply them
to mathematical'problems..

Since Vie live in a three-dimensional world, the
student needs to be aware of its structural de-
sign. The study of geometry gives the student a
fundamental knowledge of space and geometric fig-
ures in relation to our physical world.
The study of geometry from K-6 will prepare the
student for advanced study of this subject at
higher levels.

Because of the vast = use of measurement in our
civilization, the study of this area of mathe-
matics is essential to the individual so that
he can funCtion efficiently in society.

2. Because the child at-an-earlY- age utilizes
measurements, he needs some basic knowledge in
this field. ,

The 'student needs to develop a background in
meaturekient for further application at higher
levels,of study.

Measurement

Application of
Mathematics

Terminology

Since,we live in a society involved with mathe-
matics,,the student needs to:be aware of,the
apOlication of mathematical knowledge to daily
situations;

1. Because Of the spe6ifie voc4bulary associated
with,mathematics, it-Jaecoliies,essential ,that the
Student be-able'to underStahd-and Use this vocab-

100 ary.) n his study of, _thi s_Ji el
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In developing rationale for grades 7 and 8, the previous program has been
expanded to include two additional themes.

Grade
Level Theme

7-8 Number Sentences

Rationale

1. Since the student will encounter many word sen-
tences and word phrases, he needs to be able to
express these as number sentences to perform
the necessary mathematical operations.

2. Number sentences are studied at this level to
prepare the student to formulate abstract ideas
into concrete form as used in algebra.

Functions and 1. Functions and relations are presented to give
Relations the student a visual representation of mathemat-

ical sentences for better understanding.
. In order to prepare the student for higher mathe-

matics, functions and relations are introduced
at this level.

9-10 General 1. The program at these levels is designed to pro-
Mathematics vide the student with a foundation for the con-

tinuing study of mathematics and, at the same
time, provide the terminal student with the
mathematics needed for meaningful participation
in the adult community.

Albegra develops within the student the ability
to utilize 'abstract thinking to further the
understanding of the basic structure of the
real number system.
Albegra familiarizes the student with the varied
techniques needed to work with advanced mathe-
matIcs.

10

Algebra I .

Geome

11 Algebra II

11 or 12 Consumer
Mathematics

Since the student lives ln a geometric world,
the study of geometry will help him function
more efficiently in his environment.
Geometry will Instill in the student an appre-
ciation for, and an effective method of forming
generalizations through logical thinking.

1. Albegra II provides the student with an insight
into the use of mathematics in other fields,of
study.

2. This course provides a sound transitional basis
for the continuous study of mathematics.

Since some students may not with to terminate
their studies in mathematics with the state two-
year_requfrement, nor_wish to continue at higher
leyels of study,-Consumer Mathematics is offered
at grades 11-7 12.
Consumer, Mathematics will offer the student math-

,

em*tiCi th'at'he can aPply as he becomes a con-
sumer in our society.'
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Grade
Level Theme Rationale

12 Advanced 1. This course will bring together the previous
Mathematics studies in mathematics and further develop them

to show their application.
2 This course provides a basis for continual

studies in higher mathematics beyond the secon-
dary school.



GENERAL NOTES

1. In this curriculum guide major themes or concepts are expressed, more speci-
fic sub-concepts are listed, an example of a very specific behavioral in-
structional objective is indicated for each grade level and a list of resource
materials is included. The format for this guide is as follows:

Grade Level

Behavioral Concepts - indicated by Roman numerals

Behavioral Sub-Concepts - indicated by capital letters

Further development of sub-concepts - indicated by
Arabic numerals

Example of Behavioral Instructional Objective.

List of Resources fount) after primary and in ermediate sections and
thereafter by grade level or course.

2. In this guide a code has been incorporated to indicate at which levels speci-
fic sub-concepts should be introduced (I), developed (D), mastered (M), and
reviewed (R). Also included are a few optional (0) sub-concepts. These
letters or a combination of these letters will appear on the left-hand side
of the sub-concepts.

. The following code is incorporated in the list of resources at the junior
senior high levels:

NT - Number Theory - The material is concerned with mathematical con-
cepts and ideas in number theory, number sentences, notation and
operations.

A Application - the material shows an application of mathematics.

G - Geometry - the material pertains to the area of geometry.

M - Measurement - the material pertains to concepts of measurements.

4. Resources for the K-3 levels and for the 4-6 levels have been listed in
groups, K-3 being primary, 4-6 being intermediate. These listings appear
(K-3) at the end_of the third grade program, and (4-6) at the end of the
sixth grade prOgram.

and



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Itis the opinion of this committee that the mathematics curriculum in the
Fort Benton Schools should be expanded to include a computer programming
course.

2. We also recommend that mini-courses be offered to fulfill the needs and .

interests of students A° desire to-strengthen and/or further their study
in mathematits Examples Of such courses are:

Statistics
Refresher Mathematics
Slide Rule
Logic
Non-Euclidian Geomet y
Matrix Theory
Vdctors

This guide is written _as a bask gUide and:should be eXpanded upon by the
individual tr,acher as the Students' needs become apparent.





The student will
The student Wi 11
The student will
understanding of
The student will
understanding of

E. The student will
The student will
The student will

(m)
(m)

M)=r)

ng of number theory.

be able to recognize set patterns to five.
be able to compare sets for the meaning of more or less.
demonstrate, 'with the use of manipulative objects , an
the addition process.
demonstrate, With the use of manipulative objects, an
the subtraction process.
identify a number line. ,
identify, as a, pair, two objects that belong together
demonstrate his Ability to understand ordinal _numbers

II. Develop an ability to use mathematical. notation.

A. The student will identify numerals to -10.
B. The student will be able, to Write -ttile:nuMerals, 1-10 in ,sequence.

III. Develop the ability to perform mathematical- operations.

A. The student will couflt -in-sequence to '10. _

i --13 . --The:student' win-count -.the Tftei-nberS-` cif '_4t-set--;_-:matchi ng-,eacif. number_ name , to --,-r-t
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Given a set of objects or pictures with 10 or less members, the student will
identify and write the numeral for the cardin 1 number of the set.

RESOURCES:

(All resources for this level of instruction are included in a listing which
follows the example of a Behavioral Instructional Objective at the third
grade level.)



GRADE ONE

I. Develop an understanding of number theory.

(M) A.
( I B. The student will distinguish between members and non-members of _a _set.

gl) _ D.
ThC. e student will identify a Set- with no members as the empty set.
The student will- compare sets -of pictured objects- to 10 _to identify them
as ;greater, "fess or podivalent.

(R) E. The student will identify as a, pair- two objects_that_belong,-together.
(m) F. The-student will _.demonStrate -an underttanding of the additian process.
PI) G. :The student mill demonstrate an understanding of_ the subtraction process.'
'OD) H. 'The student wi 1 1- demonstrate:the Ilse, of 'the number 1 i ne as appl i ed to

addition ind subtrattion. -,- , -',
_.

(ID) I. The student will demonstrate the relationship between addition and sub-,-traction. _,

( ID) J. The student will indicate an understanding of thecommutative ,property of .

addition.
(10) 1(. The _student wi 1 l , identify- the tens- and-ones _-placet i ri a Z-digi t numeral . 1

(IM) L. The- stgdent -will 'reco4pfze_;1/2- 1 n'',.relatiOnshiti to Ai: whole, -1
1

(I) _ M. The studerit'awill,__reccigni2e_k_ini-relationthipto a whole.-
( 1M) N. The st-udent4Will'identifyr--3-1-- of :a -set .ef -Objects-. . l

'f.I I . Devel op -an -al:n.1 1 ty tp,Aiselpathematig_aL__notation. _ , _ ,-.._.- g.r, ,

v
4-,r ,:--- -lc, - - - , ., - .__L-

JMY A . The'-student- Will'-+ kiignii-e,-,i-rnailie -and1Write?numerals- 0-100;,
_ ( I M) _ B. The' -studerifi viiill'',:reAd-Yiitihhet-,4iii:r_O-1-'thNi.4:-ten

..
(M)=_ _-_-C . _The__ gtodent-::vii1X-:,21-deiffifklher.7pOOtiOri'Ait:,-'an,-,objeet,;-using- Ordinal nym, ,

.
.

. _
.

- ,
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Develop an understanding of geometry.

A. The student will identify and name
tangl e.
The student will compare
a circle to a sphere.

a circle, t
a square to a cube, a

iangle, square, and rec-

triangle to a pyramid, and

V. Develop an understanding of measurement.

IM) A. The student will be able to tell time on the hour.
I) B The student will tell time on the half-hour

C. The student will demonstrate his ability to read the calendar.
.

ID)
.

(M) D. The student will demonstrate how money is used as a medium of exchange.
(M E. The student will identify the value of the penny, nickel, and dime.
(I ) F. The student will identify the quarter and Its value.
(ID) G. The student will determine the value of combinations of coins.
(R) H. The student will compare lengths of objects for longer and shorter.(I)
(I)

I. The student will use a straight-edge for drawing lines.
J. The student will use a ,ruler tb measure objects to the nearest inch.

(M) K. The student will identify 'scales as a means of measuring- weight.

VI. Develop an application of mathematics.

(M) A. The student will listen to or-read :a 'story problem and- give k sum ordifference.
(D) B. The student will -demonstrate hts_-ability to apply mathematical conceptsahd operations iii daily Situations
(ID) C The ,student will listen to or read story problms 'and write a relative

equation
_, _ ,.,

.

VII.' Devel op an understanding,--,arid_use

_

"fal lbwgitheifiati

&it'd ho 1 iigy!.
4-

lityto adth to his prev1 ous -NOcabel:ar

xamp ehavioral n ,truaetanallObjectt
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(AlWrcesfa-filtanliernir,o a
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ehavIoral instrub, lorriPATect eats thitrd g a
.
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Develop an understanding of number theory.

A.

B.

C.
0.
E.
F.

G.

The student will compare any
than" or "less than" value.
The student will demonstrate
traction.
The student will
The student will
The student will
The student will
numeral.
The student will
addition.

H. The student
addition.

. The student will show an-awareness of division as
set into equivalent sub-sets.
The student will show an awareness of multiplication as the
equivalent sets.

two numbers from 0-999 for their "greater

the relationship between addition and sub-

identify even and odd numbers.
recognize 1/2, 1/%4, 1/3 in relationship to a whole.
identify 1/3 and 1/4 of a set of objects .

identify the hundreds, tens and ones places in a 3-digit

indicate an understanding of the

will indicate an understanding of the

=,

commutative property of .

associative property of

the partitioning of

Devel op:an abil ity -ute 'matheMatical :ndtation:'

joining of

read arid n9 f'al from 0.7999..
The-rstUdent'will--±derponStrate hi s-1 64i1j4 to urs '_:thar!"
"less than" -=

Wi 1 I-VI-Atte ti-e0ahtied-lipnierql g.7.; 1 ri --stan4rd:,fiirm
The student l- '01 fre-
The l'tiudedt)wl 11- read --a

hyrip.011§441_,. _ u

naggraWANOggrbutang
d---tianumeraft:qh, ,r,Tgoupih

,9 ,usang,Ve e tez- ttian

7-The- Studat edr1,,,_Valent ,,sets in prep ration ,or4 mCatiV,A__..1icafibn
4--,pfek -q +46,4 rAliq%

_he_____,student--_wil4 name- _a' -ks ng _fact rw,,inT a mu,iirtl pj,;-,Lcatj on-sentence a's

The:k s tu den-L*3;30W nb,, iPs .Thesudentwi
Thtu t wil

s4
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Develop an underst 1.ding of measurement.

A. The student will
B. The student will
C. The student will
D. The student will
E. The student will
F. The student will
G. The student will
H. The student will
I . The student will
J. The student will
K. The student will

pare the amounts
L. T he student, will
M. The student will

dozen.

be able to telL ime on the half-hour.
tell time on the quarter.hour.
demonstrate his ability to read the calendar .

identify the-quarter and its value .

identify the half-dollar and doilar and their value .
determine the value of combined coins .
measure to the nearest inch.
measure to the nearest half-inch.
measure_ to the nearest foot.
realize that 12 inches = 1 foot.

4identify cup. pint. quart. and gallon containers and corn-
of- 1 iquid they hold. .

identify pounds -and ounces as units of weight measurement.i
identify a set of 12 as a dozen and, a set of 6 as a half-1

VI. Develop an application of mathematics.

A. The student will listen to or read a story'problem and give"a sum dr diffe
ence._-- ,- ', -_,- ,,-- , _,._:_,,

:B. -The:, student_yl 11 '1 i,sten:tcr_ o-r:read-;_a_ story, probleni_.and-i*rite, a -relate_. ,

eqUatiOn.--,';-----_-_;,-2-;--7
L. .

C , __ _The _student ',wil-1_,L-demOns trate' --hi i ab VI itY---rto-:appl y--mathernatiCa-1_-:_eentehtSf,an
-,-; operations, in--daily---sitgat-1,ons- ,

,.

sK`a a

iiiathiiiiati calwténn

.4tt9Vife
p

2,1114,e'uattotikt
VAZATIMbe_

xam a Beilattora

lie: Airderitwi1l wriA the -ScumS -of o n6.

filve nu_iVs ,i4th -95 accuracy,

R ES QU R Cf

vet,
9 esourcet -fof ti,atisi-Ou'6k0",n Lided "a- i

, f&-Ipw_s the Exarrifile Vf arialtilOral Iggeritallonwal-G_Lfjective7at--tile -Wird grade
.0.4"
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undred -a

ltite*)..--
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GRADE THREE

I. Develop an understanding of number theory.

(M) A. The student will identify even and odd numbers.
(D) B. The student will indicate an understanding of the commutative property of

addition.
(M) C. The student will identify place value in a 4-digit numeral.
(M) D. The student will compare any two numbers from 0-9999 for thciir "greater

than" and "less than' value.
(IM) E. The student will recognize 1/5, 1/6, 1/8 in relationship to a whole.
(I) F. The student will compare any two fractions with'numerators of 1 for "great-

er than or II less than" value.
(1) G. The student will recognize that a fraction is equal to 1 if the numerator

and the'denoWlinator are the same.
H. The student will demonstrOe his understanding of multiplication as a join-ing of equivalent sets.

,(M) = I. _The -student will _Aernonstrate-hiS=understanding-of,division as the-partition-
..:"- -- _-_-__- _',.; -,-- ,,-,--

--1(-JD) J. _ The-student :wil.1',7inditate-_,:an-_-_Understaildi_ng Of'the:ccimmutatime-prepptty,of__' 1-0 li -ti- 5V--- --::-. L7-2121- --:- --: 2-7------ ------'---- -It
: :(I 0 ), K ;' -Thi'n[itudenf ,Wi ll----,-deMonstrate,,,hjS.,,understan-iing2,4f!,,the, _a'sSociative-- prciPerty..----,._....... _ , _,...., _ ___.,...,.. , _.

--:C:,.":- ,- in -addition --and-m-ultiplication.77 ,-_-;',._",- _--,--,- --f--- -'-`',-,=.-----',_-' ---: 7 :_:::- -7 _ 7 ..- *- --, -=.;:i-:

7(M ):'-'1-.--:. -, L . The:,-Itudent-i---Wil 1 :-demonstrate,.his :_understp.ndi:ng; of Mtil tipiying and -di riai
_ ..-

;---,-.7,---2,2 :-, `,---', bY'On--7and'--Ze'r:O'';-7--.';----;--:--:.-:--,--_''-.-7--- _ -_-, ,..--,:.,,,,,,,,---,--,,,,-,__ -.,._,_.
' '

;'4; 7' 1",.Cc .' -, a = -,_ p,stu ent=Will-4-showT-an---awAreneSs",:iit:th-e-di stilbUtiVe -prOperty-Of'multi.--
-pll cati On-'overZaddi ti on .: ---------, - ,-- --,------ ------,,, - --- ---,-- - -,-'4.- ---- -------------- - ----;---

,,,,,,,,4,-_,--e.,,._-_,.,,,-,,,,,,-;,,,,,,,_-,,,-___,-_,,....---._,,,,,,,_-__...! ,_.....,,,,,,,,,,,-- ,,,,,t,,;_._....2,..,, \,,,,.6.6,-,
r''' 5-' :.f -'''''''''''''.:'::., V-;ft,-'-:'-'1'r ''' ' -- 7',,, -;,1 cr',,,,,%7-:. _ -: --_,'*::.,_ :' --L" .. :,-4. r`-1- ': NTI-T-C-:r - -7'.'11 ' ;77-7.' ' '7 -- '''-';`''' 's- '.. 7-; _

evelop- an, abjl itylz,:to.z,vseremafllematicalnotation;-,',
' r 0 -,;.. .-.1--_, ,.,,,,,,::..,-6:1 -.4,7--r:-.,-,-,:e6(_,,,r...f,:',2..e..:-",;:6,,,,,-,..:;,;,-._ :4--isv:t.,...k;:z.;-::-n1,7-, ;,:,-;!,,-F.:a13:::!,.:T'l -,,'";-"'',- -'' -__ ,,,- _ , ,..

--t'-' -4.- 'rl.'=------.--",-.7-.'144,4:3-t,''.'"; 'e:.,'S- ,-.-, ist=31,-T-J'=474,-, t ' Z...t=1:,..'-'4 ._,,e stuaenic w). 1 i r'. reao-g! ., 0 ter_,pny__;,--digitAnumera -..._,,,,,----_-,,,-__, ,.---
S t wil:tudenliiti t ! gitknitpilajcs4L,rit expand edv-fortri-z: --n-'--,-1-,----;--,--..,,--- 1 ---'
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The student will 'multiply up to 3-digit numerals by a 1-digit numeral.
The student will divide up to 3-digit numerals by a 1-digit numeral.

L. The student will round off numbers to the nearest tens and hundreds.

Develop an understanding of geometry.-

A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

The student will identify a line segment.
The student will identify a right angle.
The student will identify parallel lines.
The student will show an awareness of symmetry.
The student will identify the radius, diameter, and center of a circle.

Develop:an understanding of measurement.

(M) A. The student wil l be able to-- tell time,,:on.-.the_ quorter. hour..

ID B' The Student' Wi l I be-: able -to f_tell timea on _the--1-iiinute'.- -- _ ,--

M) C. The student will identify ,the value of all, coins.
0) D.- The student- will déterMine -the_ value Of --combined' coins .

_CM) E. , The- student_wil l _measure 'to_ the 'nearest-1 nch -,-; hal fninch , and foot
I: F. The-_tUdent-, wi l l -, me a4U-re--__tO. t_he,neapet-, AuOrteriinch-,r,-arid'_;ya,r4.
-I- -G. -The:_zttudent--Wi1l:sh-OVf'zan-i=awarene-ss--oVcent-inieterst§1.----67"uriit-bf-measOre-.- _

I H. 'The _ ftudent Will :ridenti'f'y -peirimeter'',:as#e-fdi_itanCe'farouna'a _pl_arle ,poly-7.,
, gonal figure. --_ -_--- .. -,-_,:
(M) ' I.- The _student 'Will 'realize that-12: inChes =1 --_,fpo_

( IM) The derix wi llstu -'. s:realiie-Ahat- 3 --- fee_ .
ard and that-36 1 hales ...--1 yar _--

CM) K The _stitg_grYt. Yill identlfyi'dYrui 02,0 uart-,-_--iiiid 101-I on -containerS-'-_ and -com-

,- 14re-:ihi'-'60,44c4f Ai:otd -,,h014';.'.-- -,--'"Y----:---,' --' ---- :--; -
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RESOURCES FOR THE PRIMARY DEPARTMENT K-

Books:

Text: Ex.lorin. Elementar Mathematics - Holt Rinehart & Winston, 1970 (1 2,3

Curriculum Library Sample Texts:

Discovery Mathematics - Charles E. Merrill , 1970 1,2,3)
Essential Modern tilathematics - Ginn & Company, 1970 (2,3)
La aw Brot ers - 9 0 serles (1,2,3)
Modern Mathematics - Charles E. Merrill, 1970 (2,3)
Modern Mathematits Throu h Distover - Silver Burdett, 1970 (1,2,3)
Mo ern Sc oo Mat lematics Houg_ton_Mifflin, 1970 _(1,2,3)
New Dimensions in Mathematics - Harper and Row, 1970 (1,2,3)

emetics erican Book Co., 1969 (2,3)
Spectrum Mathematics Series - Red Book, 1970 (3)

OtherRèferens: __

athematic -:Seatwork-for7Pm --_GradeS-:Chappel--; 7-Bern ice= worksheets-;
ng rit matic_ 1- sw t ,GameS Carlelyde:G.- (K-3

,Arithmaticf_tames 7Dunias-,- EnOth--(-K3)

Introducin
ng:: Pam oa the4.! 7t,-. --;4,Lo0e2

-Modervilath -Games ;- N161^Y'Ei

1, zKin
_

s-

41AW

utatiorvofallf:
-=

AMathematicsAAFirstte s--
-ezNirtm erz,'-;Drs-dpeared

1 tstitivelGabeSM6pm-§le 617,§e

_MathAwanenes"s4Vri4e#4,

LetsFi it Ile
d s mit h.51-Srlia smith

J. c AA Pgite_n.F.qs th]e,
-,

aferfebeeI
-,r,_-4s464.

EROVAD_Cgsr thg TS
A eti t. ticteatiFes With keasu e en
A metitgweriemeSKIR,We Merai'u

Ariffitgif4tgtk6646neelsAlith Time #6
Ic---,Euergence o a -

Experkened,` TheAgme ,of
isp

iiw

sIng yoderniMa;hethat* y!'
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Adding and Subtracting and Measure (fractions 1/2, 1/ 1/4; pi.n quart;
pounds; ounces) (3)

Adding and Subtracting Two and Three Place Numbers (introduces commutative
property) (2,3)

New Phases of Addition ank; Subtraction (with zero) (2,3)
Multiplying and Dividing (a review) (3)
Advancing Addition, Subtraction, and Division (with regrouping)

Work and Play With More Problems, 511 Brid (1)

Bridging the Decades With 11, 511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With 12 & 13, 511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With 14 & 15, 511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With 16 & 17, 511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With'18, -511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With 19, 511 Brid (2)
Bridging the Decades With 20, 511 'Brid (2)

Work-And Play. With Probleins, Brid_ (3)
Compound SubtrActlon' (regrouping), 511, Com
Naines-ifor Numbers-,7511=-Mat'-(2):":,_
-Two_ Properties-sif Additiqn,' 511, Mat J3)
Numbers Color (Cuisinaine ,RodS),' 511 -Num (K-3)
What Numbers Meari,',511 WhiA,K)-,

'The:ThreeS (Mul -,Thr (3)

'51,1S Frat
,i,rcorif012,-0

Groups ,-511t_, Frac,
,operti:es of 'Mu1ti-151 itattoff'

Pr,o13egy,_!1,
CbMrriu,t(tielve-iftve,ty 11-
''on',y-ppt of Setsf
unting by -147s,,

reav44415.,
scoverong-Ae%?

= k :sittr.frkifr.9Vt= tt 11.-tr
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Equalities and Inequalities, 511 (1,2,3)
Equivalent and Non-equivalent Sets, 511 (1)
Zero and Empty Sets, 511 (1)
Number System, Place Value (whole numbers), 511 (2,3)

Games, Kits, Models: 511

Smarty (2,3)
Cross Number Puzzles: #1 & 2 Addition Set& (1,2)

#1 & 2 Advanced Addition Sets
Dial the Facts: addition (2,3)

subtraction (2,3)
multiplication (3)
division (3)

Orbiting the Earth-(divisiOn & multiOlication) (
Table TiMer (1-3) _ _

Self:(2,3)
Quizmo_(2,3)
Aumberland Special-12,3
CuiSenitre.,ClaSsft:i*Kit:Notes- 511 CuW1K-3

=-CUiSenaire-Ecploration-Sheeili' 511 ::-da-11-(K=3.)
_Cuisenaire Ildds:GatteghoC ,:GattT(K-3

Aa,nuals-A:13.,7-forrquisenai ejtodi-,' 511 Gott

Cut*Ial/04,1('

Fra-qt10:111AcswFrard:(
RaPidi-EaSy2Self-DiiThChaft

Plm:Monqyr;--z3,3

2,3)

2:40

_

zkA

zs.rwitit
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Develop an understanding of number theory.

A. The student will develop an understanding of sets,
1. The student will be able to distingeisf between members and non-members

of a set.
2. The student will be able to identify three dots as a symbol for the

continuation of the members of a set as used in infinite sets.
3. The student will be able to distinguish between equivalent and non-

equivalent sets.
4. The student will be able to demonstrate his understanding of sub-

sets.
The student will develop an understanding of whole numbers.
1. The student will be able to determine the cardinal numbers of a set.
2 The student will be able to distinguish between ordinal and cardinal

numbers.
3. The student will be able to classify even and odd numbers.

The student will be able to name the place value of a digit through the
thousands place.

5. The student will-be able to identify-the "less than" and "greater than"
relationships.

6. The student will be able to demonstrate an understanding of successive
numbers.

7. The student will be-able to deMonstrate an understanding' of the commu-
tative and associative properties pf addition and multiplication.

8. The student Will be'able,to recognize:the, distributiVe property of
multiplicatibn over addition. _

C. The student wi 1 I _develop an _understanding of ,rationat numbers .

1 The student will be abl e to identify -parts,- of a whol e from a given
Model.
The student will;be:able to:identify,numerators and denominators,
'The' student vi,i1 .bi:11):1?:'#):dein.cifi,stp,ae:_th,e-:relatfpnships: of,:equIva-
ient fractlons:.!-10 h, &A-weft, set_of objects.
The_ student will be abletocompe WO;f4diions *for

hae: or,,,-"greater, 'than' values" oing=imOoels
The Student will be, able; o Identify- friPtibrial parts:, on a umber -



Tne student will deve op the ability to use the rotation of positive
rat onal numbers.

(ID) I. The student will be able to identify, name, read and write a frac-
tional numeral for the rational number asiociated with a model.

(ID) 2 The student will be able to read and write the numerator and denom-
inator of a given fraction.

(ID) 3. The student will be able to write a set of simple equivalent frac-
tions for a given fraction with the use of a model (e.g., 1/2 = 2/4).(I) 4. The student will be able to compare an improper fraction with a mixed
numeral using a model.

(1) 5 The student will be able to read and write a mixed numeral represented
by a model.

III. Develop the ability to perform mathematical operations.

A. The student will develop the ability to use the mathematical operations of
whole numbers.
1. The student will be able to solve addition and subtraction equations

of 2, 3, and 4-digit numbers using inverse relationships.
2. The student will be able to subtract by regrouping through the thou-

sands -olace.-
3. The student will be able to add and subtract both vertically and hori-

zontal ly.

4. The student will be able to use the zero in addition as the identity
element.

5. The student will be able to apply the commutative and associative
properties in column additidn up to six addends.

6. The student will fie able to solve simple multiplication equations
- with 2-digit, mul tipl iers. _

7. The-student`will be able to divide by a:I-digit divisor with a-remain-
der.

Thei student iWiil 1 be :abl e_to' divide-, by a -2;4dt-git_ -diyi stir 'xi th.-or with--
out,.a.2reinainder--.-
The studeneWi I 1-rbe :ibl 6-.-to hami.dr_';;:ilri ter ,ihe'- rbul tipl i cad on coMnin- _

------- ---: _---atiOns'-,thriiii§h, I 0-:, kA b:.:;:2--
, -1 0 ;-: The-'student Will:4)6,0bl e to---deMoiStiAatea-kpawled ejdf -the- diStribLi,.,..,..- ..,-

_tiVe-j-p6PertS!.-_gf:'multipli_catjon-olier..-eia-ddition; .,.11; ,th4 4tudOrlt 0-111?eiablp.to:Adifion'sfrate a knowledge Of the zero pro-, ,- , , , _

_ -,- pirik-''-iir-iiiilitipli dalPii . -'-'-:-':::-';-- ''-'''''''' 1: -::-. i-,,'----`-:--': -,-- - --= --
-_ 12 ,-.7, The;:stUdea-wi_11]-be able'to-:deirdnstrate a knowi:edgetif- the Identity

_. _:e1 eitlen : 1
The'T-StUdent-*1-11-=c-name and-wri_te-the%quptient'fof-AiYiSion:Crimbinatitins_--

-withAijitbriA esS -r-Iiiiti-,_eir:s equaltiolnineand'edividends-lessthaner-:-
,--,equal,-zto.-__8,1:-:yoth,,Inentaln ers-,pf-D.

Tne2:4tUilent_;7_4i1Vde-yeri?f,'-_thefability.--6.6-te---the-.matheMatiCal-_-_apieraii 6ns 'Of:_ _ 4_ _ , .. _

eafitivial, numbers , ,

-, -
The;itiiden will oe Iable% to ,a- *14 btjia -t: f*iiii emsYconaern n-
'd'oll-a-n:Iii*;10-"AiLf':-Ide7d11-6ri :4'6

'eltittidifftii41111Seribtetd-',1--a`
t_ ii;11 ke1de ii aid iii*kr:

-el: i: tut 6iiV',f'ili 14:7-1.'VeiritiSIVIii4ifdintan _'rouriding-- off, !,iiiiit6h---'
-elstudent.xill : b e _able3o=_-rourid-_-offi.numberi-thro-u-Oh--the-;-tho-u-san s.
ate-, .-__ -



The student will be able
plane figures:

point
line
line segment
ray.
curve (path)

The student will be able to recognize and identify a right angle.
The student will be able to recognize and identify through their
properties the following polygons:

triangle
quadrilateral:

square
rectangle
paral 1 el ogram

The student will be able to recognize and identify
parts of a circle:

center
radius

(0) diameter
(I) -hord

The student will be able to recognize and identify the following
space figures:

sphere
cube
cyl inder

cone
pyramid

B The student will develop an understanding of geometric properties.
I. The student will, be able to sketch-and describe the following:

paral 1 el '1 i nes

ID)
-(ID)

Intei7secting-Jines
simplei:elesed-_,-;CurVe:

-The--stUdent--Will-:_be;-able-tb,dete=_-rmineT_and-:name-the -Perimeter of--'z-a

_,-giVen ':-tipciel-1--OblAohdiWeheifief-,±ii:-,,Thl er-'.- '
:The', Sttident:WilT_Tbe4;ebl 4:::-',iii",-66jtipkifi- aiei_-:fiCe.: oLiare.''-o 'rectangl e

_ z

4. The-Student-_Will be able to compute .volume ,of _a, cube- with-the',use
---:of :a, simple*deli'

The studentwifl develop the ability to ___cenSttrUCt_,6e6Metr.ic-fl§breS;-_, ,
1 . --r-:=The3_--rstudent,_ Wil1*-la e-toAdentifyi';'eneUte--sa`=ProtraCtdr-i--6,'=COinfiaiS,

-all& "A" Tstifghted6§
_., ,-_,._. _

2 , =The studen__.__
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1. The student will be able to select the proper unit of measurement
(length, area, weight, temperature).

2. The student will be able to express the measurement of a physica
object in two units.

3. The student will be able to show knowledge of the idea of precision
and approximation.

The student will develop an understanding of the measure of physical pro-
perties.
1. The student will be able -co select the proper device (ruler, yard-

stick, meterstick) to measure the following: inch, foot, yard,
mile, centimeter, meter.
The student will be able to convert one standard English unit of
liquid measure to another (ounce, cup, pint, quart, gallon).
The student will be able to express time to the nearest minute.

4. The student will be able to express time in terms of a.m. and p.m.
5. The student will be able to measure the weight of a given object in

whole and fractional part using a scale (ounce, pound, ton).
6. The student will be able to read and write temperature with the use

of a thermometer to the nearest degree of Fahrenheit and Centigrade.
7. The student will be able to make change up to and including one dollar.
The student-will-develop an understandin§-of renaming units of measure.
1., The student will be able to convert and compai-e the following:

meter-yard
pounds-ton
ihches-feet
feet-yard
inches-yard
feet-mile_
inches-centimet rs
kil ograms -grams

cUps-pints
piiits7quarts
quaks -gal lon

houi_..s.=minut-es

ouhces-poUndi_

(D)

,

- Develop anLappliCation tof,mathemitiaS
_

TheT stUgeht willYbe ableA'Olstén to;p
difference, quotient rprôduct

The 1Walg.-,:tcL listen:4
alTeritee-eqUatiOn_

read a, story p oblem and give a

read ,a story pröblerif and write

- , -'-
raterAisT,',abil-ity to,appl y:mathirnatit61

concerit,si- and:opgiAati _OW situations

'-11*Stiideh ethtiniter.:, , ,

he-7foll °Wing- mathehlattal :: '6-
,

n nteilet
.....

Interseetl
tbUnti n Vt-Cel)i'

, ,-
=

rube length
MerOce 67,40 c

emptY -ir r 1

Parterrninolo _
5.;
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The studeht 'will be able to demonstrate his ability to use theflon
mathematical symbols:

ID) angle A (tP,)
ID) degrees (MD)
ID) line segment from point A to oint B (AB)

WI))

line through points A and B
ray from Pi through B (Al)

Exam le of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

,muttiPlfq-aMs:,*:016::student-Villtalle

RESOURCES:

(All resources for this level of instruction are included in a listing which
follows the Example of a Behavioral Instructional Objective at the sixth
grade level.)



(ID

GRADE FIVE

I. Develop an understanding of number theory.

A. The
1.

'72

student will develop an understanding of sets.
The student will be able to demonstrate the relationship between se s
through the use of the Venn diagram.

. The student will be able to classify sets as finite, infinite and
empty.
student will develop an understanding of whole numbers.
The student will be able to determine the cardinal number of a set.
The student will be able to name the place value of each digit through
the mi 1 1 ions .

3. The student will be able to distinguish between prime and composite
numbers.

4. The student will be able to name the multiples of a given number.
5. The student will be able to recognize a common element intersection

in two or more sets.

The
1,

2.

6 . The student -will be- abl e- to demonstrate hi s understandi hg
commutati ve and associative properties:of addition and_,Mul pl i-catton.

7. The _Student wi 1 1--be-rabl e_ to_ dernonitrate:, his, understandi n-g- of -the_ d i
tributive property of multipliCation:bver .addition.

The student will develop an_ understanding:of- ratiOnar-numbers.
1. The student Will ,be-able-toT:reCtignize- that -a fraction dipres es the

ratio between -tWor-whal e humbers
2. The student Wi 1 l be ,abl to,6ompaiie -fracti -,for their'-- ess

thann and -"greatWthin"._ Val Ue-".

3 . The-student, will bi able to-Undet.-Stand-- th,k rel,ationShiviibtirean
ma l fractions--anthmOdy z,notat'l oni .

4. The be e'-..to-,f-deduinstrate- hi s ; UnderStand ingT'that, _ .

rational rnumber,:-can-representa'-ratiO;--a'--frattion' -2"
The'StudentFWilli-.:be-4'.-Al ti proCal a 41 W6-t-fp:n-

o use-rmather9atidanotat

,or f. num e ,s
--The itUdeni

, tefent.:haMeS tanths

o, lon;c1 e
te

'eP;t 'Thôfeab

,zabteaU4iaent.
he i,ifSeiri 600 u7,%,-oftpFai;nifinbers':---'

,efiri-#
40-0,4 e

_ento4 oAs ,
s-r*--.:4assdciate*opposite,poln

dt.4,4n
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I I. Develop an ability to perform mathematical operations.

A. The student will develop the ability to use the mathematical operations
for whole numbers.

(M ) 1. The student will be able to solve addition and subtraction equations
of two, three, and four digit numbers using the inverse relationship.

(M) 2. The student will be able to solve addition and subtraction problems
containing a zero.

(R) 3. The student will be able to add and subtract both horizontally and
vertically.

(M) 4. The student will be able to solve multiplication equations of three
digit multipliers.

(M) 5. The student will be aLle to divide by a 2-digit divisor with or with-
out a remainder.

(ID) 6. The student will be able to solve problems by "short division" method.
(ID) 7. The student will be able to divide by a 3-digit divisor with or with-

out remainders.
(ID) 8. The student will he able to compute averages.
(ID) 9. The student will be able to find the greatest common factor of two

mul tipl es.

(ID) 10. The student will be able to find the least common multiple of two
factors.

(0) 11. The student will be able to demonstrate _the distributive property of
multiplication over addition from a given multiplication problem.
The student will be able to demonstrate the use of the zero property
in mul tipl icati on. ,

13. The student will be able to demonstrate the use of the identity ele-
ment (one) for multiplication.
The student will -be able to demonstrate the use-of the identity ele-
ment (one) for addition.

The student will develop the ability to,use the raathematical operation for
rational numbers.
1. The student will be able to add and subtract proper fractions with

like denominators.
2. The student will be able to add and subtract proper fractions with

unlike de lominators.
The student will be ableto multiply simple fractions.
The Student Will be-able to demonstrate-an understanding of the asso-
diative, commUtative and identity Properties of addition in rational
numbers.

The student will develop an understanding of rounding numbers to _a given
place. ,

1. The_student will be able to round off numbers through_ the millions
place.

2. The stodent will be ableto estimate prodUcts to-,the nearest thousand,
ten thousand, and-one' hundred -thousand.

M)

(ID)

IV.- Develop an understanding -of I,Gebmetry., _

-The--_StUdent of-geometri-c'firgures.'_'

1-. The-Studenf_ will be able Aci-recognize, and identify -the following
_ ,

pTane-:figures -and-their -symbols:
pOin%

-line =Se, gment
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2. The student will be able to recognize and identify the parts of an
angle:

ray
vertex

The student will be able to identify and describe the following poly-
gons:

(M) triangle
quadri 1 ateral

parallel ogram
square
rectangl e

(M) rhombus
(ID) pentagon
(ID) hexagon
(ID) octogon

4. The student will be able to rec gnize and identify the following parts
of a circle:

chord
diameter
radius
center
circumference

. The student will be able to recognize and identify the following space
figures:

(ID) cube ctangular prism
(ID) sphere

Rgi
cyl i nder

cone
(ID) pyramid
(ID) hemisphere

The student will develop an understanding of geometric properties.
1. The student will be able to sketch and describe the following:

paral 1 el 1 i nes

intersecting 1 i nes
simple closed curve
,perimeter
perpendicul ar 1 i nes

The student-will be able to determine and-name the perimeter of a
given model ,-polygon with the use of a ruler.

(D) 3 . The stUdent,will ,be able to determine area with the use of a Model.
ID) 4. The student will be able-to compute volume with the use of a simple

model.,
I

5. The student will be able to determine congruency with use of models:
1 ine 'sego nt-S

a ngl es
tri a rg les
polYgeps -

The student willevelop the.ability to cor,!struct geometric figures.
1. The stUdent'14)11 be able to identify -and use a protractor, -a Compass,

and 'a straighted4..'-- '-
The' stiliderit thl2beable ,t6 6onstrucf- end i abet 'with Symbol s thefollowirq: -

_

- 1 ine segment

ID)))

a.,Y

angl es
qOadrilaterals

(D)

D) triengl es -
(D). other pplygOns

(D) circle (giVen the radius;or diaMeter
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The student will be able to construct simple cong uent figures.
The student will be able to bisect_a line and the angles of a tri-
angle using a compast and a straightedge..
The student will be able to construct a simple geometric.design using
a compass,

Develop an understanding of Measurement.

A. The student will develop an understanding of measurement concepts.
1. The student will be able to select the proper unit ef measurement

(e.g.. length, area, weight, temperature, etc.).
2. The student will be able to express the measurement of a physical

object in two or more units.
3. The student will be able to demonstrate with the use of an instrument

the idea of precision and approximation.
The student will develop an understanding of the measurement of physical
properties.
1. The student will be able to select the proper device for measuring

the fol;owing:
mil 1 imeter

inch
foot
yard
mile
centimeter
meter

2. The student will be
sure to another:

(ID) 1 i ter

(D) ounce
(D ) cup

pint
E), quart
D) gallon
(ID) 3. The student will be able to express time using the second, the minute,

the hour, the year, the decade, the century, the time zones.
(ID) 4. The student will be able to express the units of weight

,
in ouncei, in

pounds, in tons; or An_grams.
,

(0) 5. The student will be able to ex-press temperature to the nearest degree
and name.the freezing and boiling-points in Fahrenheit 'and Centigrade.

(D) 6. The -student will be able to make change up to and including five
dollars.

. _

C. The student will develop an understanding' of renaming units of measure.
1. The student will be-able to conVert- and- compare the folloWing:

(R)
.

meter.71ard

4 -poundS-tOns
inches7feet _

R) feetyardS

lq

i n6 hes-yards

feet-mil es

R indfies-ceritiMeters

I.

)

p7pirit
)

R
kllogram-grami
cU- ,-
rrint7-quart

(R)-- ,,.quart-gallon

R) -hours-minutes

,L The student will be able
R , ounces-pOunds

. _ _
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VI. Develop an application of mathematics.

A. The student will be able to listen to or read a story problem and give a
sum, difference, quotient or product.

B. The student will be able to listen to or read a story problem and write a
rel ated quo ti ent .

C. The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to apply mathematical
concepts and operations in daily situations.

VIL Develop:an understanding and use of a mathematical terminology..

(ID ) A. The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to add to his previous
vocabulary the following mathematical terms:

B.

acute angle
circumference
common factor
common
mul ti pl e

composite number
congruent
denomi nator
diagonal
dimensions
dividend
divisor
equiva ent decimal s
equival ent fractional
estimating
exponents
factorizati
finite set
graph
greatest common
inequal ity
infinite set

integers
least common denominator
1 east common mu 1 ti pl e
mixed numeral

.

open number sentence
natural number
numerator
Paral lel Ogram
prime number
protractor
rate
ratio
region
replacement set
rhoMbus .

sal uti on

sphere
trapezoid
'Unit .

Venn diagram
vol ume

The student 'will _be able to demonStrate_his ability to add to iis previous
knewl edge 'the fol 1 owing mathematiCal -symbol s

.(4 ABC)
col sius -(C0)

ten exOreSied to the fourth power
Fahrenheit (F°)

Exam le o Behaviorel Instructional Objective:
_

GiVen a set of numbers from 5-20, the student will list the
thecompesite nuMbers in- identified celumni.

:RESOUAGES:--

rime numbers and

resources for, thi s Jlevel of Snstrueti on are- lnclüdd in a listing
, which

follows 0,16.--biimpl6'- of a Behaviora`rInstructionat Objective,ait-the', siithade level
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GRADE SIX

I. Develop an understanding of number theory.

A. The student will develop an understanding of sets.
(M ) 1. The student will be able to distinguish between infinite and finite

sets.
B. The student will develop an understanding of whole numbers

(D 1. The student will be able to distinguish between composite and prim9.
numbers.

(D ) 2 The student will be able to distinguish between negative and positive
integers with the use of an aid.

(D 3. The student will be able to identify the basic numeral and given power.
(M ) 4. The student will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the order

relationship of a set of numbers from greatest to least and vice versa.
5. The student will be able to read numbers in bases other than ten.
6. The student will be able to identify the commutative and associative

properties of addition and multiplication.
7. The student will be able to identify the distributive property of

multiplication over addition.
The student will develop an understanding of rational numbers.
1. The student will be able to distinguish between the following:

proper fractions
improper i ractions
mixed fractions

2. The student will be able to arrange a set of rational numbers in order
from least to greatest and vice versa.

3. The student will be able to demonstrate his understanding of the rela-
tionship between common and decimal fractions (i.e., .75 3/4).

4. The student will be able to recognize and read the various forms of
ratio (i.e., 1:2, or 1/2, or 1 to 2).

5 The student will be able to understand the concept of a repeatin
decimal.

The student will develop an understanding of irrational numbers.
(ID) 1. The student will be able to recognize the symbol for pi.
(ID) 2. The student will be able to understand the value of pi.

II. Develop an ability to use mathematical notation.

(D)

A. The student will develop an Understanding of -names for numbers.
(1)- 1 . _The'student- will- be able, ia identify,- reed _and write- baSes- other -than

ten ._ . ,,,
,

(ID), 2. The itLident:- Will- 6e' a6ie, to _identify, read- and write base numbers-
4 , - , 4 - ,

i

with', exPonents . -,'-
_

(M)
.-, The Student',Wil.1_-be:_able- to .identify, read and write -Roman numerals

throu§-the thousands.
(I) 4. The ittident- -Will be' abie -to idenii fy , .- read and write -Egyptiannumerals

through- the thOusands -._ _
The _s_tudent: Will -_i'deVelap-the ;ability 'AO -Use' the _netatien, of-whole7numbers .

-(M)- - _ 1..,,-ThestUdeht:ifillLr'be,:,-ablefte identify, read and write numeral s--; to one
trill i6r1; -_ , ---'2'-:-2:--_-'-'---_22 2,- ':-:-_---'..:; _'-.-,- -,-- _ , , _ _,_ -

. , ,..

CM )1- -_,Iiii, student_ifitM be-- abl e to'Write word naMes--Ifor aAiven-: numeral s-to
.:_drie,tri'llibil.-:,__,;--3,_'_'-_-i!:::.:----7--1`r---7".:=',-2-'1,--_;,:L-_---:-.,'..;-:__-_;--:_-_:.._'.2`.,

(14)=-._: iThe,-,-,student-',.will-beiable=--te_identifY--ariCniMe;thel-iplAce- value:ofeach
---` -di g i_t---,Of_;-!_;;;-,:r2;:di7Offr':114fiera-1

, (M) 4 The',stUdept_will -66--ib,le -to:- Wr-ite'in exP'ajlde'd,---fforia- and-'eXi:Onentiai
ferM-rifuMeral-S' o_r'oiie'1:trii'lria6-:,'

.- _,_ ,
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(M) 5. The student will be able to identify, read and write the word names
for the period value of numbers.

(0) 6. The student will be able to identify, read and write numerals written
in scientific notation.

C. The student will develop an understanding of integers.
1. The student will be able to associate points on a number line.
2. The student will be able to compare negative and positive integers

with the use of a number line.
(ID) 3. The student will be able to read and write positive and negative num-

bers.
D. The student will develop the ability to use the notation of positive

rational numbers.
(M) 1. The student will be able to simplify a proper fraction.
(M) 2. The student will be able to write a mixed numeral for an improper

fraction and vice versa.

IM)
3. The studeet will be able to write a set of equivalent fractions.
4. The student will be able to identify, name, read and write decimal

numerals for rational numerals with denominators of ten, one hundred,
and one thousand.

5. The student will be able to identify, read and wirte word names for
decimal fractions.

6. The student will be able to write a decimal fraction in expanded form
from millions to millionths.

7. The student will be able to write a decimal fraction in a common frac-
tion form.
The student will be able to rename a decimal as a percent.

9. The student will be able to classify a set of rational numerals as
common fractions, decimal fractions, or percents.

Develop an ability to perform mathematical

The studc.. will develop the ability to perform the mathematical operations
of whole numbers.
1. The student will be able_to divide by a 3-diait divisor without a

remainder.
2. The student will be able to divide by a 3-digit divisor with a re-

mainder expressed as a fraction.
3. The_student will be able to solve problems by the "short division"

method.
4. The student will be able to compute average, median, or mean.
5. The student will be able to find the "greatest common factor" of two

or more multiples.
6. The student will be able to find the'"least common multiple" of two

or more factors.
7. The student will be able to demonstrate the distributive property of

multiplication over addition.
8. The student will be able to demonstrate the zero property in multi-

plication.
_- -,

(D) 9.. The--StOdent willl_be able_--to_demonStrete the use-of-the identity
element,for addition:and multiVlication; ----7--,-

-IP) l0.-- The'stedent-will-be:abWtbAeMbliStrateAhe'itatiplard naMe-for-a nue=
ber'_written- in _a-base , and,: a , given--,poVier -(t-:6---,,';-5:)_-:- 125)'.

-The-,,student-Jiii l--Aevèl oli 'the :abil i -Ey _ tei Perforli-the- mathemattdal -operation
of ppsi tive;,rational .-, hinnber§'. _ , -

7,1-. 'I-h6-,stu'derit, WI I tibe':,'-`66l e '-Wadd_ afici iubtraet- al lTookin-fOn fraftion-alndin-eral::-_ _

The_stUdeet willrbe able---toselVe'equationS'using the inVerse_rela=
tOnSh10''._Of-,',addition'and-iUbtraCtiOh;___ ,,,,,, _ -, ,_, ,-_, -J, _-_,. ,__,
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(ID) 3. The student will be able to multiply and divide common fractional
numerals.

(D) 4. The student will be able to add, subtract, multiply and divide deci-
mal fractional numerals.

(ID) 5. The student will Le able to demonstrate an understanding of the
commutative and associative properties in addition and multiplica-
tion of common and decimal fractions.

(ID) 6. The student will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the dis-
tributive property of multiplication over addition as applied to
rational numbers.

(ID) 7. The student will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the use of
the zero and the identity properties in addition and multiplication.

C. The student will develop the ability to perform the mathematical operations
of integers.

(D) 1. The student will be able to add and subtract positive and negative
numbers with the use of a number line.

D. The student will develop an understanding of rounding numbers to a given
pl ace.
1. The student will be able to round off a numeral to the nearest thou-

sandths, hundredths, tenths, ones, tens, hundreds, etc. place.
2. The student will be able to round off a numeral to the nearest

mil 1 ionths

IV. Develop an understanding of Geometry.

(M)

A. The student will develop an understanding of geometric figures.
I. The student will be able to recognize and identify the followin :

vertex of angles
obtuse angl es
acute angles

The student will be dble to identify the parts of a circle:
i(to crcumference ,,

(1D)- arc '

The student will be able to identify the following space figures and
their parts:

(M) cube (rectangular prism)
(M) sphere

,(M) cyl inder
(M) cone,
(M) pyramid.
(M) hemisphere
(ID polyhedron

edge
ID face
ID base -

ID) height (altitude ..

. The student will-develtiVin understanding of geometric-ProPerties.-
(M) I. _ The student will ,be Able to sketch and define parallel, :intersecting

(M 2.

(ID) 3.

(ID ) 4 7

(ID)- 5.,
(ID) 6.

(TO ' 7.

and' perpendicular-lines-; _

The. student_willLbe abl e to apply tfie- rule for determining the peri -
., meter cif:;any,polygon.--,

The-: stUdent-Nil 1- b'e ,abl e to determi ne the ,circumference Of a circl e
when-given- the-diameter; '-- ,-- -'. _ _ .
The 's-tudent_ W_i_11be able:,tO;_determine-,the erea orany ,paral 1 elOgram .
,The',,stUdent -Will be, able-,-to _determine the,,area -of, any triar gle.- _

, The -stUdent will , be- abl e to -determine- the volume of -a -cube; (rectan- ,
gulr'prism)_. -= ' ,_.: , .,,-' , -,.-,-- :.,.;,' , ',-- ; :._. ,,: r.-::,4,,- ,°-, ,, i,- ,

Die Student will '',-be- abl e--to'-determine:the` do ngruenty -of 'a pair of -,
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8. The student will be able to write the symbol for congruency in an
equation.

C. The student will develop the ability to construct geometric figures.
1= The student will be able to identify and use a protractor, compass,

and a straightedge.
2. The student will be able to construct the following congruent figures:

angles
triangles
line segments

. The student will be able to bisect an angle using a compass and a
straightedge.
The student will be able to construct the following with the use of
a straightedge and a compass.

perpendicular bisector
perpendicular line at a given point on a line
perpendicular line from a point not on a given line

The student will be able to construct parallel lines with the use of
a straightedge and a compass.
The

saI

V.ent will be able to construct an intricate design using the

an understanding of Measurement.

The student will develop an understanding of measurement concepts.
1. The student will be able to select the'proper unit for the measure-

ment of a physical object (i.e., angle, diamond, coal, liquid boil-
ing water, speed, etc.).

2. The student will be able to demonstrate his knowledge of the greatest
possible error of measurement.

The student will develop an understanding of the measurement of physical
properties.
1. The student hdll be able to convert English measures to metric units

and vice versa.
. The student will be able to express time in B.C. and A.D.

The student will be able to express distance in light years
4. The student will be able to make change up to and including twenty

dollars.-- ,

C The student will develop an under-standing of the renaming of unitS of
miasUre,
1. The-student will be able to convert and compare the following:

cubic-foot-tubit inch,
Fahrenheit-Centigrade

op) The student- hdll be-able'to, multiply and divide units 0 me*tre':
(ID) The student will be able' to add and subtract units of measure.

_
_

_ VI: Develop .an application of:mathematicS-.

CD) A. -The student, will be able,to listen to. or read,-a story problem -and give, a
S-um,_ -a difference,- ar quotient:, tor,14-- product

B. The'siud.ent Will be able±-to,listeh_td.Or:read a:story_problem-and write a
related:thatheMaticalehiehC'e.

_

-

(D) C The:=Iptudent'-,WilVtiejbfet64060fristi6:tehis:_ability to'Apply:mathematical
-concepts,apO:operatipnl-716,1-datly situatjons;-

VII.-,Develop,in,ubderstanding ind

-Thest4dentM1Y-,teoble,i6Aeliiiihe o-:41d to
,ArpaaburAry:-Vie folloWing-,:poikm6atiO41:-;tel* '

5
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arc
base
decimal numeral
diagonal :

discount
divisible
greatest possible errpr
interest
ifiVerse operations
isosceles triangle
mean (arithMetic average)
median (middle)
natural: numbers (coupting numbers)
obtuse::anele

percent
prime factors
property of one for multipli.-

cation (identity element)
property rlf zero for addition
reciprocal
rectangular prism
region
repeating decimal
replacement set
rhombus
scalene triangle
subscript
variable

The student will be able to demonstrate his ability to add toh
knowledge the following mathematical symbols:

not equal to U)
three ways of writing multiplication
three ways of writing division (4
base notation (42 )5
negative number (-n)
ten to the fifth power (10
repeating decimal (.3 or
Pi (IT), (aPProximately 3.14
percent (%)

s p evi US

Example of Behavioral Instructional Objective:

Given a set of numbers such as 12, 15, 35,
common multiple of the numbers.

RESOURCES:

(All resou ces for grades 4-6 are included in the listing which follows.

g student can name the leas
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RESOURCES FOR THE INTERMEDIATE DEPARTMENT (4-6):

Books:

Text: Exploring Elementary Mathematics - Holt, Rinehart & Winston 1970 (4-6)

Curriculum Library:

Modern Mathematics Throu h Discover - Morton, Robert Lee; Silver Burdett Co.,
970

Thinking With Mathematics (with activity book) - American Book Co., 1969
Im roVin Wftfi Mathematics - American Book Co., 1969 (6)
Mat ematics, S ectrum Series & Practice Sheets - Laidlaw Bros., 1971
Modern c ooi Mat ematics, Structure an Use - Houghton Mifflin, 1970
Movira Ahead-in Arithmetic-- Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963
erri en r t metic - Merril, Charles E., 1963

firia5vei9iT Mathematics Merril, Charles E., 1963
emetics - Harper & Row, 1970

x orin E ementar at ematics Exercises - Hunte
Essentia Sc oo at emetics - Ginn & Co., 1970

New Dimensions n Mat

Central Library:

Number Concept - Adler, Irving; Day, 1960
Numbers Old and New Adler, Irving; Day, 1960
Theory of Numbers - Adler, Irving; Day, 1960, 512
Theory of Nunibers Bendia, Jenne; McGraw, 1961
Numerals - KdreT: Irving; Day, 1964, 512
11i517,fEguild Coin Collection Reinfeld. Fred; Sterling
Puzzles - Adler, Irving; Day, 1962, 793.7
Sets - Adler, Irving; Day, 1967, 510
Money Makes Sense - Kahn, Charles H.; Fearon Publishers, 1966, 511
Mat emat cs: First STEPS Lieber, Lillian; Franklin Watts, Inc., 196
The WonciT-TU1 -CT-FTT15771715TWati cs Heghen La ncel ot ; Garden C ty , 1955
How and Why Wonder Book of Mathematics - Highland, Esther & Harold; Grosset,

- Dunlap, 1961
Modern Math Grade by Grade - May, Lola J.; Grade Teacher, 1965 (5,6)
Fun-Witb Figures -=-Freeman, Mae & Ira; Randobiliouse, 1946, Geom
math_r_r2 ects Po Bassetti, Fred; Book Lab Inc., 1968

High School Library:

Patterns and Puzzles in Mathematics - Horne,- Lylvia; Lyons & Carnehan, 1970
Learning About Measurement---Lyons 4 Carnahan, 1970
Mathematics- Around:the Clock Wi 1 1 erding -Margaret; Lyons & Carnahan, 1970
How-to 'Take a'Chance* - HufF7 Darrel 1 and 'Geis -:',W. W. Norton, 1959, ,519.1
Probability:- The- Science 'of Chinbe Wi 1 1 erding , Margaret ; 'Lyons & Carnahan,

Mathethiti cal Teasers_ Mi ra:-, Jul fo-T=Bariies & 'Nobl e , Inc 197iT, -510
Paper-Folding for the- Matheniati es'(C1 ass- - Ofint06, Dohovan; NCTM, ,1957, _510
Mathematical-,ModelsCundy,,TH.- Marti n , Oxford : Uni vers1 ty Press ; 1 961 , 510
stri n traf ted ancr5hadovi -The Stor of:Geometry Di gg ns Jul i a- E. ;

An Adventure in i-Geomeiry ari-L iking_Press,-f965,:513
- Roper-- Susan,Lyons & Carnahan, :1970,,513

Beryl E.- 1970

(5)



( 3 9 )

Filmstrips:

Five Keys to Mathematics (background to reason for math )9 511
Non-Decimal Numerals, 186-B (6)
Tests for Divisibility, 186-C (6)
The Rational Numbers of Arithmetic, 186- (6)
Segments and Polygons, 186-G (6)
Congruent Figures, 186-H (6)
Bisecting Angles and Segments, 186-1 (6)
Using the Mathematics You Know, 186-J (6)
Multiplying and Divid4ng, A 537-24 (6)
Elementary Mathematics: Two Properties of Addition - Ccmmuntative and Assoc-

iative, 4H-2 (4-6)
Linear Measure, 511 (4)
Non-Unit Fractions of a Whole and Group_s_
Frafib-nil rirfsof Groups, 1T-t
Fractional Parts of a Whole Group, 511u
Comparing Fractions, 511w
Comparing Fractional Numbers, 4H-6 (4)
Division Algorithms, 4H-5 (4,5)
Multiplication and Distributive Property,
Expanded Numerals, 4H-1 (4)
Rays and Angles, 4H-7 (4)
Perimeter, 4H-8 (4,5)

4H-4 (4)

8 rnm Filmloops:

Set Relations Venn Diagram) (5
Flow Charts Sequence and Meanin

Charts:

Associative Property (4,5,6)
Communtative Property (4,5,6
Geometric Symbols (4,5,6)
Set Symbols (4,5,6)

Kits, Games and Models:

Fraction Discs - Milton A3radley
Modern coriputing -Abacus (large) -- Ideal Supply Co.
Table Tamer (battery operated )-aid to multiplication-and division
Cuisenaire Rods
Chess PreSsMan, 794-.1
CroSt- Number ,PuzzlesjadditiOp,- Advanced 797
InstrUCto-i(its Flann-el -Board Material':

fsiumbei- Line
-Numbers_
keadiiig:Whole Nuffibers-,,
Modern Math Vocabulary and Symbpl s

Di-visiarcAnkr Gam (1;a:tte:0 iap0a-e0),
Tuf cgaMe',i1S1
Math Wheel',(fractwidn'aniKpe'rcents
PO' 06 h
-Smart(arittimeticlyingo)
1101-zme-:(-binge multiplication

s;;Jord
fqiiming','TouChZ4(inUtti



Geemetry Models (4,5,6)
Volume Relationthip Set (cube pyramid, sphere-, -cone ), 779
GeoMetric Forms; 7854 .

Geometric Solids, 17 plane figures; 22 solid figures

Flash Cards:

_Subtraction, 787
AdditiOn Set #I, 786
Division
Multiplication (small cards)
Addition (small dards)

Paperback Books:

The Math Wizard (Riddles, Tricks, Puzzles) - Brandes Louis Grant
Fun With the New Math,- Hanlon, Stuart; Fawcett Publishing Inc.1965
REaTql-TRiTE-Ei,F6ITTZtiviti4s.and'Puzzles Thomason, Mary'.E.:.Fearon,'1970
r t met c Games Dumas, .noch

Games - Gard-F6T- 3Martin (brain teasers words optical-illusions) 793.73

Ma azine Articles:

"Try Multiples of Ten" = Kraut, Evelyn S. Instruôtor, Aug. Sept.. 1968
'Tonic Sections in Relation to Physics and Astronomy" - Baravalle, Herman;

The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. LXIII, Number 2, Feb., 1970 (construction
designs)

Trans arencies (Hight School Media enter) (Grades 5,6):

Optical Illusions (Math 1128), 512
Brain Teasers, 510
Unions, Intersections of Lines, Planes, 510
Plane and Solid Figures, 510
Fundamentals, 511
Sets and Sentences, 512
Measuring and'Using the Circle, 510
-Geo Metric- Construction with Lines'; Angles, Triang es; _513
_GeoMetric ConstructiOn With -Cirel es and -Polygons, 513 _

Fundamental: OPeratiOns, _511
. Numerati oii5ystemi, 512:
Unions,-Intersectton_of -Lines, Planes,- 510

_ _ _
PTane and,---Sol id --Figu510- _

Drill-and Pradtiae-:Kft (I0vidUalized'Mathemat-ics
_ _
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GRADE SEVEN

I. Develop an unders ending of-numbers end

A. The student will
B. The student will

set of rational
C. The student will

similar to ours.
D. The student will

common multiple.
E. The student wiil

pewer.
The student will
als in base ten.
The student will
numbers.

nUmerals.

demonstrate a thorough understanding of sets.
demonstrate a

numbers.
be able to recognize other numeration systems that are

be able to recognize the greatest common factor and least

recognize that 'numbers can be-expressed as a number to a

workable knowledge of numbers through the

be able,to deMonstrate an understandind of detimal nuther-
-,_ .

understand and apply the comparison Ooperty to rational

Develop an understanding of number sentences.'

The student will be able to retognize_ a-varieble- in a:mathematical sentence.

(M) B. The,student-minbe ablediStifiguiWbetweenan-equatiwendiwipedUal

IlL

(1)

ity

Develop the ability to perform mathematical operations.

A. The student will
basic operations

B. The student will
C. The:student,wilI
D. The student Will

operations using

Develop anunderstanding o f Agome ry

be able-to dem-onstrate_the -ability to-Tlerform the-four'
using the set-of,non:..negative.retiOnal-nUMbers. ]

able,to'reise=a-base tothe-power of-its', exponent._
be _Ole-Ao-workwith ratiosprOpprelo-lis, an-04#0nts,:,
bele to:demonstrete'thel,Wlity_AO:perforill,the:hiSic:
_the set_of- integei

_ .
_

A. -11helitudellrecognize_Ahet--points;A nes,1-and:pla es--fare the'fOtide7
__

--mental-hesis;spfplen,Cgeometryl.----_ _ _ _
B. ThestUdent_wiTh e4,Abl,piftplpetfurkbasictonstrUctfons, n,plane gednietrY.

_-Th_d,ttudentwti p%perf07,6-1the:f011owing,meetqepienfS:-
eng -ne_segmen

-_:meeturello

pre
z

41 bott,,,

-7,04,0-60,
-Ounie,_0

6-494

1:64aNy
laitOrjs



(42)

VII Develop an application of mathematics.

A.

(ID) B.

The student will develop a method for problem solving.
The student will demonstrate his ability to add to_his
the following terms:

adjacent'angles
altItUde
binary-
central angle of a circle
cloture property=
colinear
Comparison property
COMplimentary angle
coordinate
cOplanar
d6Cagen-L
dentity
ditjoint sets
extremes

Exam e of Behavioral Instructional

half-space
helf-line
iMproper,sybset
logarithms
means.-
Mode
negative integer
null tot
origin-

tercentage
propOrtiOn
-rectangular:Prism ordered-_pairs_,_

relatiVely prime numbers=

previous vocabulary

secant line
semi-circle
skew lines
space
straight angle
supplementary angles
tangent line
terminating decimal

variable
vertical angles
Unix/et-Sal sets

ive:

The stUdent will take a'ttraightedge and a compass
_ _ _

.

RESOURCES:

Books:

and bisect an-acute angle-.

Text'i Modern-School MathethaticS Structure and-Method: Grade 7 - Hourdhton
Mifflin' ,

A , _

Sample-Te*ts:
,

-BasiMod4rn,AathCeurseA., diton4JeSle
Discovertes7iwModerniMathemitiaT'-e66Fr-
ElementarpMathematics .L- Gra e7-7k;,', o: fiieli.a,

ExpIoriWModennfMatheratics: 7 -;Boolc-1 , Holt,r N:Rine a
---,..--

-Harbraceaathematics: Grade7 Harcatik racer&
athematicsConce ,,,A ttda.ibeligFi ';C-611-rt

at emat cs= ra e.,
atbemet4csr_Uelleed'

Modern*Mathematics-: n e
-ModernMathematiicsahrough.DiicoierY ra eh
SeetngZThrough4MathematicsBooka cott Foresman

ucturfngtMathematicsGrade erAtilddkodmpaliSI

inStori,

nston

cott Foresma

-2

ematics4R-Fa

e4IUreMen,iW1, aljpertiand- ltro,M4er

ositive ndilfelit'



Ratios and Proportions, NT 512C
Introduction to Sets, NT 512.01
Multiplication of Signed Numbers, NT 51 2y
Meaning of Signed Numbers and How to Add Them, NT 512ac
Using the Mathematics You Know, A 511/f
Segments and Polygons, C 511/f
The Counting Process,NT 511/f
Tests for Divisibility, NT 511/f
The Rational Numbers of Arithmet c, NT 51 f
Non-Decimal Numeral s , ET 511/f

Transparencies:

Union, Inthrsection of Lines and Planes, G. 510 Uni
Plane & Solid Figures, G:510 Pla
Sets and Sentences, -NT 51 2 Set

_

Games and Kits (available for 7 - 12):

Metric Scal es- Tabl es 51 0 Met

Napier's Bones, 51 0 'Nap I

CompUtational Skills DeVel6-Went Kit , 51 0 _Com

Gravity_ protractor,. 51 0 Gra
Graph Board,',A1 0.78 Gra'_,-=_
,MeasUring:-PaCket,, 51 0,30-Mea;

Rul er- straig_htedge;- 51 9.78 Rul- T
Radian ProtractOr,11`0-,.7 8 .Rad--

T=SqUare, -51,0.7 8 j7sti
0.78 Tri

,Trig

P;Yit hag d'reani;A:e,iirein-Ord el-- 511 PYt,

MOderh COhiP-UrtiffgabacuS;-: 1_;;friod

Student-7,Spp11eCGeorngtry-Experlinen
.:Compässprotrators ,ru1 -ers,,

`Nikiii910:7;Slpiiii47(44AF-144-0:'Icdtflp
'-q-gbqfrbd '-,24.44fAvv:e1Robil. 0 -low

6IT:aketveram4,0:-:01-1
4-1,-Wlbaririemffiely-ar

SilasgAcriTIRe. eatIve _publication's,
ry rp4ti,v Pub1iatianc,

ans .fevatIv.6-1-iPiibilitkei ,,-
cky,,,5:Seig (172'z re' citeitivArru on
datlo n Publicattong4z----
--rm'elDrit a Ciatitatibniit

-Matc
e,r7.

414
Neat -ye IN liOsatipsts:t

e
A iticear3,15theYgaiii767'
;$4,4-C=M4.1",4.",

_,ottBoarA fin
taeti`Vitpkff

..- 2-4-rwiirts-enajre;





GRADE EIGHT

I. Develop an understanding of numbers and numerals.

(R) A. The student will demonstrate a complete comprehension of the rational
number system.
The student will display an understanding of exponents.

Rgi
1. The student will work with exponerts that are integers.
2. The student will be able to write numbers in scientific notation.

(M) C. The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the comparison property law
of trichotomy).

D. The student will be able to recognize irrational numbers.
E. The student will be able to identify absolute value.

II. Develop an understanding of number sentences.

(44)

(D) A. -The-student will
variable.

(ID) B. The-i-tiiderif Will

variabl e.

(ID) C. The student will
variabl es

,(ID) D. The student will
variabl es .

be able to solve first-degree equations containing one

_

be able fo -solVe first-degree inequ-alities containing One

-be able to solve first-degree equations containing two

be able to solve first-degree inequalities containing two
11

t

II Develop the ability to perform mathematical operations.
,

A.. -The Student,will demOnitrate_that, he can Oerform the': operati oni-,of"?iddi-
tion, subtraction, multiplipation, aed-divislon, psi ng, rational num4ers. ,

The Student, will be ,abl e_td, exti-act,OUare rOots- resul ting from '-the appl i-
catibw,of the-Pythagoreati,property-
The StWeiit wil t be .--'a bleto ..d eterrhine_ cosi n and _la ngent- o a

OPjfie4,41'
o stUd ent will constctZpliné gues -:-

'iThe ars t andT eyirean f

-__congru entw 1604

-

er
nstu enwii

01-01Pf
exae,t4.,,

,--,,,Umferterfeep,W1c:trE

arlpof ,Oranekftgile
Ds6 r ekal ari TN" ed
y luniek gfa tr4 e c ta ngesirlsm,

,7d11.14.4;',04163ke_gifarafidtdb_rfeZ

44,e0A-,
vo Lime 'sphere

eAtud ent-3!..wi -*prove

IMtie

stu-detit_l
in,!,p$ures :s;

-C4grunCieia
-

er'StanOtng:

eJolloyi,nOtidisUrementt:

,



_

(D)

ID)
ID)

(M)
(R)

(ID)
(ID)
(ID)

ength
val ume
area
seight

The student will
The student will
urement.
The student will
The student wi 1 1
The-Student will

45)

understand the meaning of precision and accuracy:
be able to state the greatest possible error of a meas-

be able to find the relative error of a measurement.
be abl e to express rel ative- error as a percent of error.
be able to determine which digits are significant.

VI.

(D)

Develop z.n understanding of functions-and relations.

A. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the concepts of rela-
tions and functions in one and two variables.

(D) B. The student will
ate system:

be able to graph ordered pairs on a rectangular coordin-

(JD) C. The student be able to graph 'Linear equations_.
(ID) D The student will be able to graph linear inequalities.

VII. Develop an application of mathematics.

(D) A. The ,student wil l be abl e to apply_ mathematict to the sol ving. of word
prob`lems.

1 ,
_

(ID)VIII,. Develop an understanding and ''use` of mathematical terMs.
, .

_

_

-

abscissa
,

open number sentences-
_absol ute-_val ordinate

--_ accuracy - ---,per-centkr.,ot er-ror
_ additive inverse , -.,polyhedron

I

alternate ---'ekteti.ioi =a6g1 es:-
al::ternatef:i nteri9r,angl es- 7,5,Pythag9reanTtyroperty,,-----,

, -

E

-

;
_ di 11,4c-Ol'a'

bonStant,---4-`-°=?,.,==-,)

_2;c° -o'!: af4 IA;

_
--"Akinterioe-'4a rig 4.

6,*_°.',0, `, )14.- ,r-P-frv3x

° . ,

-;-1:1--11-n-eareciiiif lbw Teen
liter 6:Aire'''ifi

go go ,
rJ

kinfp eL'W
"

-
I.

-

ip.ifinda Apercent errowln,a'-imeasurement

s
"A



RESOURCES:

Books-

Text: Modern School Mathematics - 8 - Houghton and Mifflin

Sample Texts:
Basic Modern Mathematics: Course 2 - Addison-Wesley
scover es n oen ema ics: Book 2 - Merrill
1ementar at ema ics ra e t, inehart & Wins )n
xp oring o ern at ematics: Book 2 - Holt, Rinehart & Wins on
Foundations of Mathematics - Holt, kinehart & Winston
liar race Mat emetics - Grade 8 - Harcourt, Brace SI World
Mathematics: Concepts & Applications - Second Course - Scott Foresmn
Mthemati-cs - 8 - &Gnaw Hill
Mathematics We Need - Grade 8 = Ginn
-Modern Mathematics: Singer
Modern Mathematics Through Disdovery: Book II
Seein. Throw h Mathematics: Book Foresman

$ilver_ Burdett

Library Books: -__

MatheMatics:-- :Exploring the---World of NUmbers 'and-Space (measurement and number
symbol s , etc-.:) Adler, Irvi ng 510 Al; (NT&M)-_-i

Realm ofikluMbers'_;-Asimovisaac,-,510,A- NT
,

-Makingjr and Us ing Graphe'No'ngraphsS:_,-51Tenholm ki Chard A.-, -- 510 Den- (Ni) -,

at em-atics: arc!s -Key-t101Progress;,60.0k' A enholm , id chakl, A. 510. Den _ (M_--- -,-
Ml cro-filmstrips:-

egMents& Fol4q
:Fl-ii'diNI-Sgdarkik00:-CS

-_-BiSe,cti4;fA0-gleS;---'zalidZSegments-,-T,
'FlithaOre47,Tr-f010-,-,-- -5,11-341-f.- -
'Coi-igal efieiig-ure-s-,511Ge-o

, ---:,------

--:, Fi 1 Mstrl Ps':,

eq-ireMen,oricitee
c:luateRoti

R:14:1/alud
-atioS, I& i.Pr

..7-Ti.7_-, ,24t,r,rpo)pri, na
F0e:Pit-6,0.'- Graphs, eleelo
OgO011okiiiiitacirf4`41.- 5
_s.,3_,.4.,-ws-Ar4vitiAttguide,,_ ,51,2.,

[Au4.;*1ugeips;,4,so.flAngtafitillr,`,
quya.1p14,,,EquOtbtrAgftr lide, 9.5sL21`4

0_901510 abeluifig8- :g"-1Gr::_aitisi;pfli 7n eguati iie-'1' °'-a
t9P:AgSekgbiirti9,-,x- -1- ' -A,

4,1;a27,Me-Opd°,i7--51

tlon
,,,wo
opljavu 14rac, jc.)u.,,,, ,_G e o e b`k
cayoniand- Di vaAtO riiii,r-

,r4.11,elkograMi:iinifiheATAPert_i;;14)--W- u, di--- ---
7,,,:e1-(406-ateteim49"tRLoac

(
_liffIa, tini1R1*- afasiccle,du.spAgA,Lw4hAui

I go raiiier."31151,44- ,,,,,-
,-

_



(47

Transparencies:

Unions, Intersections of Line and Plane, NT 510 Uni:
Measuring and Using the Circle, G 510::-Mea
Plane and Solid, Figures, G 510 Pla
Numeration Systems, NT 512 Num
Sets anfi Sentences, NT 512 Set:
GeometriC- Construction, with lineS, abglesand triangles, G 513 Geo
Guide: 3-dimensional Models, G 513 Dim
Pythagorean Theorum, G 513 Pyt
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GRPE NINE:

GENERAL' MATHEMATICS I

A. Develop an understanding of Mmbers and numerals

(48)

,(D)-

A.

B.

C.

The student wtli,compareancient nuMber systems to the Hindu-Arabic systeM
of numeratiOn.
The student will study other bases for a better-understanding of the base
ten (deCimag'system.
The student will 'recognize approximate_.and exact numbers.

II. Develop an understanding of number sentences.

A. The student will further study the general methods for solVing equations. -

1. The student will solve first-fiegree equations hy using the_ property
of "additiOn. :

2. .1The_stident: will solve_first,degree_equations hy using-the -proPerty:---
of mul ti pl i cati on .

The student will be able to solve word problems thrbugh the use of form-
ul as.

III. DevelOp_an understanding of g eonhgtry

A. - The stUdent-- will -deMphstrate' workabl p,_1(i)ciwl edge of-the'hisic ccriCepts ;. ,

B.' Thestuderit;-Will-he able to compute the following measurements :

= Irga-6f gurg-

DeveloP, thg ability to perform rnathernat1ca1operations

ha*LOgnt imiti-,iba;ablg*4atgrmin&thgArgat-gst -o-Wb k:grror,.=
The tt.M en

conipacr'-g'

entigrade and Fahrenheit.
roblems.inlved =,-vii



( ID)

(49)

VII. Devel op an understanding and use of a mathematical terminology..

A. The student wi 1 I demonstrate
the fol 1 owi ng terms :

arithmetic progres
bar graph
capacity
circle graph
combinations

his abi 1 ity to add to his previous vocabul ary

ion dependent events
dimensions
HindU-Arabic numeration
hdrizontal
independent events

Example of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

1 ine graph
permutati ons
probabi ity
sampl e space
statiStics

_Given the dimensions of a truck box the student wil 1_ cal_cul ate, the cap4clt
of this box -in bushels.

RESOURCES:

Books :

Texts: General Mathematics : Probl -m Solvin. A oach -.Book One 7 Holt
ne art& inston

Troubl elShociti ng Mathemati Cs -Skill s ,,-.Hol nehart- &

Sample Texts
Basic Mathemat4c

=4

erIcarr Book _Company
eve ng, a ematica . e -s

Ex loringi4odernjMathematics :--- Boo k Irs::;:Hol

i'mental of,Mathematics,--1-1pjt,--?Rinehart
rit;COurie'

:-_GenerilMathemati csr,t:-Hol
eneralAMathemati
en eral AMa themattc B-646ka,

-athematic s:--ekiviodernf,:Approach
at hematitiTat-41orklea_th..--

Ma t h en_ a eic
M at hen t1 cstoUse q/in
Mod e trutGen e
RefresherAMathema-tit-sv,

e_ -ute:it,of0iimge -
t emat4 cseManks,g A.toProgressTPBook,c1B-g'.,

01k1444 q ,,-o b a1

pc titrislf
a d eit

'elAgiacurt 51AltivAtia
merati,omSystefns?; 51,0-Num.

^
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(50)

GRADE NINE

ALGEBRA I

I. Develop an unde standino of numbers and numerals.

A. The student will have a workable knowledge of the real number system.

1. The student will be able to distinguish between rational and
irrational numbers.-

2.. The student will realize tlat the real number system has the
property of density.

The student will demonstrate comprehension of the order in the set of

real numbers.
The student will become familiar with 'pouers in numerical expressions.C.

-II.., Develop on Understandingof algebraic number sentences

A. The student will solve
variables.

(ID) B. The student will
The student W11
following:
1. Elimination
2. Elimination
3. Graphing of
The student will
The student will
methods:
1. Ccapleting the square.
2. Quadratic formula
3. Radical equations which have to

first-degree equatienS And inequaliti s with two

be able to calculate the slope of a line.
be able to solve systems of linear equations by

of one variable by addition-subtraction.
of one variable by substitution.
linear equations.
be able to solve systems of linear inequalities.
be able to solve quadratic equations by the following

be squared.

III. Develop an understanding of algebraic operations.

(ID) A. The student will'be able-to-add, subtract, multiply and diVide using real
. numbers-. .-, .

-_

(D)

(ID)

B. -,T*StUdent,Will-be ableto calculatesquare roots.
C. T*Student_wifl be able to find-the sum of radical expresSions.

(ID) D. The-atudent wily be able to compute the product of radical expressions.

IV. Develop an'understanding of polynomials'.

ID A. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the following laws of
exponents,:

multiplication, law ,

divisien law
negative and zero,exponents-

B. -The stWentivill ,ber able tO deterMine:the product of two polynomials.
C. Thastudent will beT'abieje diVide_'a,pplynomial,by'anether polynomial.

-D. =The, stUdent,will:be able to.perform the following ilvreference to,rational
'eXPressfoni:,

-suM
Hdifferance
solving -of'eqUat ons

he stWent will be able to factor:pelynomials.
,



(51)

Develop further understanding of functions and re ations.

(D) A. The student will be able to write the domain and range of a relation.

(ID ) B. The student will become familiar with function notation.

(ID ) C. The student will graph parabolas and circles.

(ID) D. The student will be able to work with the following variations:
direct variation
indirect or inverse variation
joint or combined variation

(ID) E. The student will be able to determine a linear equa ion given the slope

and y-intercept of the line.

(ID) F. The student will derive the distance formula.

VI Develop an understandino and use of a mathematical te

argument
assumption

..axiom

binomial
cartesian coordina
cartesian product
coefficient
combtned variation
compl ete lactori ation
concl usi ons

conjugate expressions
conjuction
consistant -system of equa
constant
constant function
constant. variation
cube. root

degree of polynemla
difference of, squares
direct-variation
di scrimi nant. of a quadratic

equatiOn
disjunCtion

factoring
fractional equation
identity

inverse variation
joint variation
linear functions
maximum point

minimum Point
numerical expression

quadratic equation
quadratic formula
quadratic function

PolYnomial
radical s

radical equation
radicand
rational expression
real number
reflexive property
slope of a line
symmetric Property
transitive Property
y-intercept

Example of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

Giverrtwo equations in the fOrm c, the student will _find those

-values for- x:and- y-which 'will, make, _the_ twoequations true simUltaneously.

RESOURCES:

Books:

Text: Modern SChool

-
Sampl Texts,:

, Al ebra- MacMJ 1 1 i an,

e --Scott Foresman-

7,..---,,Gibri-
Crace 'and:World:

Laic:114w



(52)

Algebra I: A Modern Approach - D. Van Nostrand
Albeqra I: A Modern-Course - Merrill
Ex lorin Modern Mathematids: Book III - Holt, Rinehart & Winst n

Fun amenta s of_ I ge_ra: Boo - yn & Bacon
Introductory Algebra - ardodrt, Brace and World
Modern Algebra: Book I McGraw-Hill
Modern Algebra: Book I - Ginn
Modern Elementar ebra - Holt, Rinehart & Winsto
Mo ern Mat ematics: Bo1 III - Silver'Burdett
SiiTITTEiTugh MathematfEir-Book III - SCott Foresma

Library Books:
ExPloring MatheMatics On Your Own - Glenn William H. and Joh

510 61 e (NT )

Fi mstri_ps:

Plotting Graphs, 512a (NT)
-Arithmctic.of.Algebra, 512e .(NT)
Equations .and ForMulas4 -512fANT)
Basic Definition of Algebra, 5121 (NT)
Origin of Algebra'..512,1 (A)-

: ,

_

Saying' It In Algebra.. .with iguide,, 512o (NT),
Quadratic Equations-and. Their. Solutions, with ,guide. 512t ,(NT)

The-Slope. of -a. Line, with guide, 512k (NT) .

Proofs in-Algebra. 512,u (NT

-o Donovan A.
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GRADE TEN

GENERAL MATHEMATICS II

I. General review of fundamentals.

(R) A. The student will review the fundamentals of the real number system to
strengthen his understanding.

B. The student will enhance his study of equations and inequalities in one
and two variables.

(M) 1. The student will solve mathematical sentences with one or two vari-
ables.

(M) 2. The student will graph mathematical sentences with one or two vari-
ables.

II. Develop the ability to apply geometry concepts to applicable situations.

(D) A. The student will be able to calculate areas of plane figures in occupa-
tional situations.

(D) B. The student will be able to calculate volumes of three dimensional fig-
ures in occupational situations.

(ID) C. The student will demonstrate how to use geometry in construction of
buildings.

Develop the use of mathematics in business.

!ID) A. The student will be aware of expenses involved in business.
ID) B. The student will be able to calculate profit.
ID) C. The student will be able to determine selling price.
ID) D. The student will be able to compute discounts, interests and comiissions.

IV. Develop an understanding of mathematics in the community.

(ID ) A. The student will be able to demonstrate his knowledgeJA state and federal
budgets.

(ID) B. The student will be able to compute direct and indirect taxes.

V. Develop an understanding of consumer credit.

(ID) A. The student will demonstrate a knowledge of installment buying and time
payments.i

(ID) B. The Student will be ablete compute interest and outlaying principle on

VI. Develop an understanding of personal income management.

(ID) A. The student will be able to make use of a checking account.
B. The student will demonstrate a knowledge pf,planning a Personal budget.
C. The student will signify his knowledge of investing moneY into stocks

and bonds.

VII. Develop an understanding of the expenses of an .automobile.

A The student will be aware of the fixed and variable expenses Of an
mobile.
The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the cost involved in purchas-
ing an automobile through installment buying..
The student will realize the necessity of automObile insuranc
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VIII. Develop a knowledge of other types of insurance.

(ID)

IX. Develop an understanding and use of a mathematical terminology.

A.

B.

C.

The student will become familiar with fire and household insurance.

The student will become familiar with health and accident insurance.
The student will become familiar with life insurance.

(ID) A. The
the

student will demonstrate his ability to add to
following mathematical terms:

bankruptcy
car charge
checking account
collision insurance
commissions
comprehensive insurance
deposit slip
derreciation
direct taxes
.down payment
fixed expenses

indirect taxes
installment buying
insurance
interest
liability insurance
market value
mill
overtime pay

, payroll .

personal loan
policy holder

his previo s vocabulary

premium
profit
margin
property tax
real estate
repression
sales tax,
selling price
time payments
withholding tax

Exaple of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

Given the initial cost, number of payments, and the amount of each payment,

the student will calculate the amount of interest paid when buying an auto-.

mobile on the installment plan.

RESOURCES:

Books:

Text. General Mathematics: A Problem SolvilluAlif2sha_Book
art Winston

Sample Texts:
Basic Mathema
Contem

ics: Book II - American Bo9k Company
- Prentice Hall
deas: Book .11 - Ginn

_EY_erY a- Fro,_ems in at emaTtl. Houghton & Mifflin

FUndamenta t Of- Mat:ematics: SeCond Course - Allyn & Bacon

pmatics
ematica

enera
at

at ema ics: Boo

ematics n i e - Heat
Refresher Mathematics - Allyn & Bacon

Library Books:
Mathematics: Its M - Bakst, Aaron
Mathematics - Bergamini, David, 510 Lh (A)

Vergara, William

Filmstrips:

Graphical Methods, Slide Rules, Solving Equations 512h A)

Scale Drawing, with guide, 512g (A)
Scales and Models, 513g (A)
An Introduction to Probability, with guide 519 (A)

Graph Uses, 511n (A)

- Lai aw

ic and Master 510 Bak .

510 A)

T)

- Holt,
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GRADE TEN

GEOMETRY

I. Develop an understanding of the concepts used in geometry:

(M) A. The student will demonstrate how sets are used in geometry.

(M) B. The student will show understanding of the basic terms and definitions

used in geometry.

(M) C. The student will demonstrate a knowledge of angles and angle relation-

ships.

II. Develop a formal process for geometric proofs.

(D) A. The student will develop ideas by logical reasoning.

(D) B. The student will show an ability to use both deductive and inductive

reasoning in formal proofs.
(D) C. The student will develop an understanding of postulates and theorems.

D. The student will be able to prove geometric concepts and properties
concerning the following:

(M) 1. Angles (right, obtuse, acute).

M 3. Adjacent and vertical angles.
2. Supplementary and complementary angles.

PI) 5 Parallel, perpendicular and skew lines
4. Polygons.

E. The student will be familiar with the method of indirect proof.
.

.

III. Develop an ability to perform geometric constructions.

A. The student will be able to constr ct with a straightedge and compass
the following:

R 1. Triangles.
R 2. Angles and angle bisector.
R) 3. Parallel lines.
(R) 4. Perpendiculars.
(R) 5. Circles.
(ID) 6. Tangents to a circle.

(R) 7. Lines and bisector of a line.

8N
8. Circles circumscribed around a polygon.
9. Circles inscribed within a polygon.

(ID) 10. Bisectors of arcs and chords of a circle.

IV. Develop an understanding of polygonal relationships.

(A
A. The student will be able to compute the perimeter of polygons.
B. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the congruent properties

of polygons.

(M) C. The student will show an understanding of similar polygons and their rela-

tionships.

(M) D. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the different quadrilat-
erals and their properties.

(M) E. The student will demonstrate an understanding of triangles and their
existing relationships.

(M) F. The student will demonstrate an understanding of the special properties

of the regular triangle, hexagon, octagon and square.

Develop an ability to calculate area and'volume.
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A. The student will be able to compute the area of the following:

1. Triangles.
2. Quadrilaterals.
3. Circles.

B. The student will demonstrate the ability to calculate the total surface
area and lateral area of the following:

1. Right prisms.
2. Cylinders.
3. Spheres.
4. Polyhedrons.

C. The student will be able to compute the volume of the following:

1. Prisms.
2. Pyramids.
3. Cylinders and cones.
4. Spheres.
5. Frustrum of a cone.
6. Frustrum of a pyramid.

VI. Develop an understanding of the properties of circles.

A. The student will be able to identify tangents, chords, secants, radii
and diameters of a circle.

B. The student will be able to compute the circumference of a circle.

C. The student will be able to coordinate the properties and relationships
of tangents, chords, secants, radii, diameters and angles of a circle.

VII. Develop an understanding and use of a mathematical terminology.

A. The student will be able to add to his previous knowledge the followi 9
terms:

analysis
angle of depression
angle of elevation
angle symmetry
apothem
circumscribed polyg
concentric circles
conditional
converse
convex
corallary

deductive reasoning
dihedral
frustrum
induction
inscribed polygon
line symmetry
median of a triangle
major arc
minor Arc
postulate

pLepple of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

Given miLB mH!C, prove LI ABC is isosceles.

RESOURCES:

Books:

Text: Modern School Mathematics: Geometry_ -

Sample Texts:
Exploring Geornety Holt, Rinehart
-First Course in Geometry Singer
Geometry - Wes ey
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g9ArEtLa Allyn & Bacon
Geometry - Harcourt, Brace and World
Geometry - Scott Foresman
Geometry: A Dimensional Approach - MacMillan

- Merrill
arid American Book Company

Geometry: P ane ad So i Laidlaw
MElaern Geometry_ - Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Plane Geometry - Ginn
School Mathematical Geome r - Houghton Mifflin

SZ oo at ematics ani eome ry - Houghton Mifflin

Library Books:
Mathema ical Model Cundy, H. Martin and Rollett, A P., 510 Cun

Filmstrips:

Congruent Figures, 511
Angular Method, 513a (G)
Add and Subtract in Geometry, 513b (G)
Multiply and Division in Geometry, 513c (G)
Construction, 513e (G)
Similar Triangles - Experiment and Deduction, with guide, 513g-1 (G)

Parallelograms and The-ft Properties, with guide, 513h-1, (G)

Trans arencies:

Unions, Intersections of Lines and Planes, 510 Uni
Measuring and Using the Circle, 510 Mea
Plane and Solid Figures, 510 Pla
Opti.cal Illusions, 512 Opt
3-Dimensional Models, 513 Dim
Geometric Construction With Circles and Polygont, 513 Geo
Geometric Construction With Lines, Angles, Triangles, 513 Geo
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GRADE ELEVEN

ALBEGRA II

I. Develop an understanding of numbers and numerals.

(R) A. The student will demonstrate an understanding of set theory used in the

field of real numbers.
(ID) B. The student will be able to prove the fundamental axioms of real numbers.
(ID) C. The student will demonstrate a knowledge of the axioms of the inequalities.

(M) D. The student will demonstrate an understanding of absolute value.

(M) E. The student will be able to work with algebraic expressions containing
exponents which are real numbers.

II. Develop an understanding of number sentences.

A. The student will
B. The student will
C. The student will

variables.
D. The student will

variables'.
E. The student will

three Variables.
The student will
The student will

be
be
be

abl e to
abl e to
abl e to

find a term in an arithmetic sequence.
find a term in a geometric sequence.
solve systems of linear equations in tWo

be able to solve systems of linear inequalities in two

be able te solve a system of three linear equations and

be able to graph linear equations in space.
able to solve quadratic equiations by the following:

1. Completing the square.
2. Apply quadratic formula.
3. Factorization.
The student will demonstrate an understanding of the sum and product of
the roots of quadratic equations related to the ccefficients of the vari-
able.
The student will be able to determine the nature of the root of a quad-
ratic equation by using the discriminant.
The student will be able to solve quadrat:c inequalities.
The student will be able to use logarithms to solve equations.
The student will be able to use determinants to solve linear equations of
two and three variables.
The student will be able to solve fractional equations .

I. Develop an understanding of mathemacical operations.

A. The student will be able to demonstrate an ability to add, subtract divide

and multiply complex numbers.
B. The student will be able to add, subtract, divide and multiPly Polynomials.
C. The student will be able to Perform multiplication, division, raising to a

Power, and extracting, a root by using logarithms.

(ID) D. The student will be able to evaluate determinants through four rows and

four columns.

_IV. Develop an understanding pf functions and relations.
.

A. :The student_will_be'able to speCify whiCh relations are functi ns.
B. The student will be,able to graoh funCtions and relatiens.
C. The-student will-be able-to calculate:the slope- of aline..

70
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D. The student will be able to determine the equation of a line given one
of the three following:
1. Slope and y-intercept.
2, Slope and any point on the line.
3. Two points.

E. The student will be able to write and graph the inverse of a relation.
F. The student will demonstrate an understanding of direct and indirect

variation.
G. The student will be able to iduntify and graph quadratic equations.
H. The student will calculate the distance between two poin s using the

distance formula.

V. Develop an understanding of trigonometry.

(ID ) A. The student will be able to derive the six trigonometric functions by
using the unit circle.

(1) B. The student will be able to identify the graphs of the trigonometric
functions.

(ID) C. The student will be able to utilize the trigonometric tables.
(M) D. The student will be able to solve right triangles using trigonometric

functions.

VI. Develop an understanding of polynomials.

(M) A. The student will demonstrate a workable knowledge of the law of exponents
applied to multiplication, division, and power raised to a power of an
algebraic expression.

(M) B. The student will be able to perform the four basic operations using poly-
nomials.

(M) C. The student will be able to do the following factoring of polynomials:
1. Difference of two squares
2. Sum and difference of two cubes.
3. Factoring by grouping.
4. Use of the remainder and factor theorems.

(M) D. The student, by the use of factoring, will be able to solve equations
and inequalities.

(M) E. The student will be able to do the following in reference to rational ex-
pressions:
1. Simplification.
2. Sum and difference.
3. Quotient and product.
The student will be able to evaluate polynomial functions.
The student will be able to expand binomials by using the binomial theore

Develop an understanding ef Permutations, combinations and probability.

A. The student will be able to determine the number of linear and circul
permutations.
The student will be able to determine the number of combinations.
The student will be able to solve probability problems through the use of
permutations and combinations.

Develop:an understanding 4nd use of mathematical.terms

The student will demonstrate an ability to add to his previous-mathema ic
vocabulary the following terms:
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amplitude of a periodic function
antilogarithms
angle of depressicn
angle of elevation
arithmetic sequence
arithmetic series
asympotes
circular function
characteristic of a logarithm
combinations
complex conjugate
complex number
conic section
cosecant function
cotangent function
coterminal angles =-
dependent event
determinant
ellipses
geometric series

hyperbolas
interpolation
inverse functions
logarithms
mantissa
matrix
minor of an element in a determinant
modulus
multiplicative identity
multiplicative inverse
permutation
point-slope form
prime polynomial
secant function
square matrix
trigonometrix functions
unit circle
zero of a function
zero matrix

a Behavioral Instructional Ob'ective:

Given f (x) = ax2 + bx + c the student will find the values of x where f (x)
A.

RESOURCES:

Books:

Text: Modern School athematics: Alsebra II and Trisonometr - Houghton &
iff in

Sample Texts:
Al ebra, Book II: Problem Solvin - Houghton & Mifflin
Al ge ra_ t

Algebra Il: A Modern Course - Merrill
Al ebra II and Tri onometr- - D. Van Nostrand

ge ra II & Trigonometry - Harcourt, Brace & World
ATgebra II With Tri onometr - Allyn & Bacon
FundaMentaTi-o_ Algebra :_ Book II - Allyn & Bacon
Moderb Algebra: Book II - Ginn
Modern Intermediate Aribra - Holt, Rinehart & 'Winston
Modern-Mathematies atMirlian

Library Books:
Mathematits: The Alphabet of Science - Hawyard, Ruth and Willending, Margaret,

510 TA)
Mathematics_in Everyday Things Vergara, William 510 (A)
Mathematics, Its Ma ic and Master - Bakst, Aaron 510 *Bak (NT)
.Matbematics for the Modern Mind Fuchs, Walte'r-R , 510 Fut -(NT

Filmstrips:

Slide Rules, 510.78 (ff)
Square Root and Cube Root 511k, 512d (NT
Exponents and Logarithms, 512v
Intruduction to Probability, 512m (A)
Systems of Equations, 512r (NT)



Line Functions, bl4a (NI)

Transparencies:

Introduction to Probability, 510 Int
The Slide Rule, 510.78 Sli
Plots of Equations,'512 pl
Trigonometry, 514 Mon
3-Dimensional Drawings, 516

Matrix Multiplication, 510
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GRADE ELEVEN OR TWELVE

CONSUMER MATHEMATICS

I. Develop an understanding of the fundamental skills in business mathematics.

A. The student will be able to apply addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division as related to business problems.

B. The student will use rational numbers in computing business problems.
C. The student will use percent in business.

Develop an understanding of financial records and reports.

A. The student will prepare business records and reports.
B. The student will prepare graphs of business data.

III. Develop an understanding of the mathematics of money and banking.

A. The student will compute interest.
B. The student will be aware of borrowing and lending money.

IV. Develop an understanding of the mathematics of distribution of goods and
vices.

(ID) A. The student will compute discounts in buying.
B. The student will calculate prices, markons and percent of markon.
C. The student will determine installment charges and interest rates on

installment sales.

(0) D. The student will compute shipping charges.

V. Develop an understanding of the mathematics of investments.

A. The student will be aware of distributing income from investments.
B. The student will practice purchasing and selling stocks and bonds.

(0)

(D)

VI. Develop an understanding of personal finance.

A. The student will become aware of the costs involved in the ownership of
an automobile.

B. The student will b?come aware of the need for insurance.

VII. Develop an understanding of the practical measurements for the homeowner.

A. The student will compute linear, square, and cubic measurements.
B. The student will compute the costs of water, gas, and electricity.
C. The student will be abie to use the English and Metric systems.

VIII Develop an understanding and use of mathematical terms.

0) A. The student will be able to add the following terms
mathematical vocabulary:

assessed valuation
balance sheet
bank discount

bank drafts
bank statement
carrying charge

caSh discount markdOwn
coMmfssinn markon-
AeOretiation. sales tax
fineneial, statements scra0 value
installment bUying stocks and bonds'.
-margin TacCounts
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Exam le of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:

Given $10,000, the student will invest this money in the stock market and
at the end of three months determine a gain or a loss.

-RESOURCES:

Books:

Text: Business Mathematics 7th Edition - Gregg

Business and Consumer Arithmetic_ - 6th gditior Olson and McNally; Prentice

--- Hail.
Mathematics for Business Occu ations d Edi ion -.Huffman, Twiss and Whale;

Gregg





GRADE TWELVE

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS

Develop an
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understanding of circular functions.

A. The student will
B. The student will
C . The student will

identities.
D. The student will
E. The student will

functions.
F. The student will

tions.

become familiar with periodic func ions.
derive the circular functions from the unit circle.
be able to derive and verify the basic trigonometric

be able to graph the circular functions.
be able to write and graph the inverses of the circular

be able to solve open sentences involving circular func-

II. Develop an understanding of trigonometric functions.

(M) A.

(R) B.

(M) C.

(D) D.
(ID) E.

C;)

F.
G.

ID) H.

(ID) I.

(ID) J.

The student will realize that the trigonometric
functions.
The student will apply the trigonometric
to obtain the trigonometric ratios.
The student will be able to evaluate
of a table.
The student will
The student will
The student wi 1 1
The student will
The student will
sines.
The student will
cosi nes .

The student will
tions.

functions are circular

functions to the right triangle

trigonometric functions bY the use

solve trigonometric functions used in equations.
be able to evaluate inverse trigonometric functions .

solve equations containing inverse trigonometric functions.1
apply the trigonometric rati os to solve right triangles .
be able to solve triangles through the use of the law of

be able to solve triangles through the use of the laW of

calculate the area of a triangle using 'trigonometric func-

III. Develop an underttanding of plane analytic ,geometry.

(ID) A. The student will be able-to represent Vectors on a reCtangular coordinate
system.

(ID) B. The student will add and subtract vectort through the ute of graphs.
(ID) C. The student will becoMe faMiliar with the inner..product.0 vectors.
(ID) 0, The student will perform scalar multiplication..
(R) E. The stLident:will_ derive an equatibni,of a line..

(R) F. The student will calculate:the ,slope of.a.-line.

(R) G. The student will derive'the_distance formula.
(ID) -H. The tt:Udent will demOnstrate' ah Understanding'of-the pOlar coordinate

, . .

teM:
1. The stUdent will .graph polar equations. -

..

2. The student will represent complex numhers.in -pola
- .

Develop an understanding of ordered fields.

The student will review set theory used in mathematics.
The student will prove axioms and properties of the real number field.
The student v4ill demonstrate a knowledge of absolute value and its appli-
cation.
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Develop an understanding of the concept of a limit.

A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

The student
The student
The student
The student
The student
The student

will review functions and relations.
will find the limit of increasing and decreasing sequences .
will become familiar with the operations of sequences.
will tind the sum of an infinite series.
will compute rates of change by differentiation .

will find the area bounded by a curve through integration .

VI. Develop an understanding and use of mathematical terms.

(ID) A. The student will demonstrate an ability to add to his previous mathematical
vocabulary the following terms:

angle rotation
arccosine
arcsine
berring
calculus
closed interval
continuous function
convergent sequence
critical points
Decartes rule
differentiation
directrix
divergent sequence
equivalent vectors
finite sequence
infinite sequence
inflection points
integration

limit
magnitude
modulus of a complex number
non-decreasing sequence
nonincreasing sequence
norm of'a vector
periodic function
polar coordinates
quadrantal angle
radian
reference angles
resultant_vector_
sdalar multiplication
standard angle position
summation notation
vectors
vettoricompotients

Example of a Behavioral Instructional Objective:,

The student_ will prove sin; -1-cos2x =

RESOURCES:

Books:-

Texts: Modern School Mathematics:
Miff n

Modern Trigonometry - Houghton & Mifflin
Modern Introductory Analysis - Houghton & Mifflin
Limits: A Transition to Calculus - Houghton & Mifflin

-Sample Texts:
-:Advanced High School Mathematics Merrill

liTebra Tiand-Tri,onometr_ - D.-Van Nostrand
gebra-11 -and Tr gonometry - Harcourt; Brace & World

Al ebra-II With:Trionemetry-- Allyn-& Bacon
e e. Mathematics, Harper

E1ementar . at ematics Anal sis Heath_
ements o a cu us - Au.1son 4esley-

First-Course in-Calculus Ginn

- Houghton &
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First Year Mathematics for College - MacMillian
F6V-hations of Advanced 1fathematics - American Book Co.
Fundamentals for Advanced Mathematics - Holt, Rinehart & Winston
Modern Advanced Mathematics - Ginn
Modern MathemaTT6s MacMTrlian

Library Books:
What is Mathematics - Courant, Richard and Robbins, Herbert, 5 0 Cou (NT)
A-Mathematkian -Explains - Logsdon, Mayne 1. , 510 Log (NT)

Filmstrtps:

Mathematics Aviation - Wind Drift, 510 A (A)
Indirect Measruement, 510 (M)
Slide Rule, 510.78a (NT)
Trigonometry, 513d, (NT)
Vectors, 513f (NT & A)
Analytic Geometry, 516 (NT)
Line Functions, 514a (NT)

Transparencies:

The Slide Rule, 510.78 Sli
Plots of Equations, 512 Plo
Polar and Rectangular poordinates, Part 7, 513 Pol
Trigonometry, 514 Mon
Trigonometric Functions, 514 Tri
3-Dimensional Drawings, 516

Filmloops:

Vectors and Absolute Value 510
Matrix Multiplication, 510
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REVISION

This committee realizes that no curriculum guide can be complete and that

constant revision is necessary, as student needs, teaching methods and materials

change. Revision also provides an opportunity to incorporate the views of person-

nel not involved in writing a guide. The following instrument has been developed

for the purpose of revision of this mathematics guide:

At your grade level:

I. Do the concepts listed correspond to the needs of the students? Explain.

Do the sub-concepts correspond to the maturity level of the students? If

not, what do yov suggest?

Are the behaviorP1 sub-concepts helpful in developing the main concepts?
If-not, list thc,e that need revision.
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4. Is the con ent for your grade level or course too great or too little to be
covered in the allotted time? What would you add or delete?

5. List those resources you would add or delete from the res u ce list.

Explain the teachihg technioups and grouping procedures that you use in'

,teaChing mathematics.

Aire you able to correlate che mathematics curriculum with other curricular

areas? If so, explain.
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Do you find that this curriculum guide is helpful to you in accomplishing
your objectives for the grade level or course? Explain.

9. List o her suggestions for improving the-mathematics curriculuM.
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APPENDIX A

SURVEYING FORT BENTON'S MATHEMATICAL EFFORTS

Those staff members responsible for any portion of the Mathematics program
were asked to respond to the attached survey instrument. The instrument is short
and is composed of three parts. Each instructor was to indicate (1) the nature
of the Math offerings at their level of instruction; (2) what the instructor con-
sidered to be the strengths of that offering; (3) what the instructor considered
to be the weaknesses of that offering.

The feedback obtained from this instrument is summarized as follows:

1. Fort Benton's past areas of emphasis were:

Seeing need for and use of math in daily life - discussions con-
cerning numbers, money, geometric forms, fractions and units of
measure.

1 Sets, numeration system 1-100, Base ten, addition, subtraction,
problcm solving, math sentences, signs, fractions, geometry and
terminology.
Same as first grade with the addition of an introduction to multi-
plication and division, and some story problems.
Exploring second grade work and adding graphing and tables, number
systems, reasoning and proof, problem solving.

4 Expanding third grade work and adding decimals, lines and measure-
ments, closed curves, volumes.

5... Whole numbers, base five, Roman numerals, geometry, fract ons,
decimals, measurement, graphs.

6 Whole numbers, powers of ten, number systems, properties, base
five, geometrY, fractions, decimals, percent, metric system.

7 Sets, whole numbers, geometry, rational numbers, base numbers.
Rational numbers, geometry, metric system, variables, square root,
solid geometry, relations and functions.

9 Was individualized - review rational and whole numbers and basic
operations of math.

10-12 Advanced Al9ebra - math proofs, solving equations, order in set of
real-numbers, sequences and series, linear functions, polynomials
and rational expressions, quadratic equations, complex numbers,
exponents, trigonometry.
Geometry - reivew language of sets basic definitions 9 9

lines tri-
angles, relation of triangle and all PolYgens, congruent triangles,
special triangles, quadrilaterals,similar PolYgons, circles, con-
struction, areas, and volumes.
General Math - basic geometric facts, counting and computing, sta-
tistics, algebra, compute income, managing income and construction.

St engths:
a) Kids receive introduction to a wide range of math.
b) Basic concepts pretty well covered.
c) Sequence seems to be acceptable.
d) Responsibility of learning is on Student in individual zed effort.

4
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Weaknesses:
a) Some concepts too difficult for too many.
b) There seems to be too much material for the less capable student in math.
c) Not enough drill on basic number comqinations.
d) Too much stress placed on getting children ready for very advanced math.

e) There is an incon.Astency in presentation of concepts.
f) As a result of not mastering basic facts at earlier levels, students

many times do not receive exposure to certain concepts.

g) Division seems to be a weakness at the 5th and 6th grade levels.
h) Unless student is quite capable in math, he will become frustrated with

the program.
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SCHOOL SYSTEM SELV SURVEY

This survey is being distributed to those members of our staff responsible for
any portion of our Mathematics program. Each teacher is asked to reply to all

the statements.

Teacher's Name

TeaCher sGrade Level

I. What is the nature of the Mathematics offering presently at your grade
level? (i.e., what themes, concepts, ideas, etc. do you teach with refer-
enCe to Mathematics du'ring the course of the year?)

A. Major Themes or Topics.

B. Units

Concepts

D. Others

Comments:
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II. What do you consider to be the strengths of this offering?

III. What do you consider to be the'weaknesses of this offering?
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APPENDIX B

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT SURVEY

Various college professors, learning laboratory representatives and State
Department representatives were asked to respond to the attached instrument.
The purpose was to obtain informative data in the English (Language Arts), Math,
Science and Vo-Tech Curriculum areas. The instrument was designed to consider
two major areas: (1) General information concerning the individual and agency
that individual represented and (2) Specific curriculum information.

Thirty-one questionnaires were distributed; fourteen were returned. The
following is an attempt to summarize the information:

It appears as if very few schools in the state are known to be developing
curriculum guides at this time. Even though it was felt that many schools are
beginning to do "something" in the realm of curriculum, the survey respondents
did not for the most part indicate recommended places to visit. Of the programs
and schools mentioned as doing "something" in curriculum, it appeared that all
had a tendency to be striving tuward some form of individualization in those
curriculum areas they were concentrating on.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

This survey instrument is being circulated among college professors, learn-

ing laboratory representatives and State Department representatives. The purpose

is to obtain informative data in the English (Language Arts), Math, Science, and

Vo-Tech Curri ulum areas. Your reply to this instrument will be greatly appre-

ciated. Results will be sent to you upon request. A return self-addressed enve-

lope has been enclosed for your convenience.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Name of Institution or Agency you represent

2. Describe the lines of communication you have with the local school dis-
tricts in regard to curriculum development.

How many schools do-you personally _contact during the course of the Year
concerning_curricUlum deVelopment and'improvement?

Whàtjs basically the area of concentratton thatou become inVolved h

in your work with local school districts?
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II. SPECIFIC CURRICULUM AREAS

1. Are you aware of any school districts that have developed or are in the
procesS of developing curriculum gUides or outlines in the areas of
Language Arts, Math, Science and Vo-Tech? (If yes, please indicate)

2. Are there any school districts you would recommend a Visitation to con-
cerning their curriculum development? (If yes, please indicate where

Are you aware of anyworthwhile and in eresting "new happenings in the
area of Language Arts - K-12? If so, please'relate

4. Are you aware of any worthwhile and interesting "new" happenings in the
area of Math - K-12? (Please relate)
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5. Are you aware of any worthwhile "new" and interesting happenings in the
area of Science K-12? (Please Telate)

6. Are yoU aware of any worthWhile new" And interesting happenings in the
area of Vo-Tech (Home Ec.,,Industrial Arts, Trades and Industry, Commer-
cial, Vocational-Agriculture) (Please relate)

7. Do you have any lists of reference materials that you would share with us .

concerning any of these curriculum areas? If so, please enclose list and
return with questionnaire)
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APPENDIX C

SURVEYING CURRENT PRACTICES IN MATHEMATICS

Various teachers and administrations were asked to respond o the attached
questionnaire. The purpose was to obtain informative data concerning current
practices in the Mathematics curriculum in the State of Montana. The question-
naire was designed to consider three major areas: (1) general information con-
sidering the school district; (2) organization of the program; and (3) nature of
the offerings.

Twelve questionnaires were d stributed; three were returned. The following
information was obtained:

All schools replying indicated that they are primarily basing their math
program on a textbook series. There seemed to be a weakness with the math pro-
grams common to those replying in the area of the computational skills. Supple-
mental material and reinforcement teaching were suggested to help alleviate this
apparent-weakness. It appeared that those replying felt their programs were
primarily geared to the college-bound and advanced Math students, little practical
math.
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MATHEMATICS

This survey instrument is being circulated among school.administrators

and classroom teachers. The purpose is-to obtain informative data in the

Math Curriculum area in order to astist in-the development Of a Vertical Math

Curriculum Outline. Your reply to this instrument will be greatly appreciated.

Results will be sent to you upon request. A return, self-addressed envelope

has'been enclosed for your convenience.

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Name of Schf)ol System

2. Superintendent's Name

Number of Students in-SysteM

Approximately what percent of the Instructional budget

the Math area? Dollar amount?

is spent in

Is there a district suliervisor in Math? Yes

Is there a district curriculum guide provided

No

in Math? Yes

How.many members are on the total instructio a staff?
-1-

How-many of these teach in the area of Math?

Are there any well-established *lines of communication between e e-

mentaey and secondary Math teacherS?_ Yes

9. Is there a Department Head? Yes ,No

1 O. Comments

No
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II. ORGANIZATION

1. Does the Math Department 1(-12 have a written statement of its objec-

tives? Yes No

2. Have your teachers from the various grade le .s!ls 'planned together to

develop a sequential program In Math? Yes No (If so,

briefly outline'plan K-12)-

Is the program evaluated at regular intervals and revised accordingly?

Yes No

To what extent are mathematics courses available and suited to the

ability and needs of your students?

5. To what extent are students electing mathematics cou ses beyond those

that are required?

6. Comments:
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III. NATURE OF. OFFERINGS

1. What knowledges, skills and unders andings are developed at each

grade or each level of achievement?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

What offerings should be provided that are not included in the present

program?

What offerings in the program seem less appropriate than formerly in

light of present-day trends in mathematics?

How adequate is the content of offerings for developihg:the mathemati-
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APPENDIX D

Reference Material

The following reference material was researched in an attempt to make this
effort as dependable as possible. It was found that no one source provided us
with the exact formula for our task. However, in searching through this refer-
ence material we were able to develop a curriculum outline we feel fits the
heeds of the students of Fort Benton.

1. Bernstein, Allen L., Trouble Shooting Mathematic Skill . New York: Holt,
Reinhart and Winston, Inc., 1969.

2. Buchanan, Lexton, Limits: A Transition to Calculus. New York: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1966.

Butler, Charles H., The Teaching of Secondary Mathematics. New York: Mc
Gram Hill, Inc., 1965.

Dolciani, Mary.P., Modern Introductory Analysis. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1967

Dolciani, Mary P., Modern School Mathematics. Algebra I. New York: Hough-
ton Miff.' n Co., 1967-.-

6. Dolciani, Mary P.
New York: Houghton Miff

Modern School Mathematics.
in Co., 1968.

Aluebra -and T onometr II.

7 Dolciani, Mary P., Modern School Mathematics 7.
Co., 1967

Bosto Houghton Mifflin

Dolciani Mary P. Modern School Mathematics 8. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
co-, 1967

Dunsheath, Robert, Mathematics_ Curriculum- Guide. Clark County, Nevada

10. EiCholz, Robert E.,' Elementary School MatheMatics. Menlo Park Califo_nia:
Addison,Wesley Co.-, 1968.

Gronlund, Norman E., Stating Behavioral Objectives for Classroom Instruction
New York: MacMillan Co. 1 70.

Gundlach, Bernard H., Understanding Numbers. River Forest,
Brothers, 971.

-Jurgensen, Ray C-.. Modern School Mathematics. Geometry.
Mifflin Co..1969.

,

14.- Keedy,.Mervin L..,-ExPloring Elementary Mathematidt 114;
,

Rifiehart-and-Winston, Inc., 197041-:-

15. Kinney, Lucien, General Mathematics, Book 2. NeW York: Holt, Rinehart_and
Wi nston ,-1Inc . ,- 196-8-.--- -=

NewYork-; HOUghton-
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16. Kinsella, John J., Secondary School Mathematics. New York: The Center for
Applied Research in-Education Inc., 1965.

17. Lynch Ransom, A First Course in Calculus. Boston: Gin and Co., 1964.

18. Mager, Robert H. Ph.D., Preparing Instructional Objectives. Palo Alto,
California: Fearon Publishing Co., 1962.

19. Morton, Robert Lee, Modern Mathematics Through Discovery. Morri town, New
Jersey: Silver Burdett Co., 1970.

20. National Association of Elementary School Principals, Teaching Mathematics
in the Elementary School. Washington D.C.: 1970.

21. Rosenberg, Robert R., Business Mathematics. New York: McGraw Hill Inc.,
1968.

22. Sobel, Max A., Teaching General Mathematics. EngleWood Cliffs New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, T967.

23. Vance, Elbridge P., An Introductitin tO Modern Mathematits. Menlo Park,'-
California: AdditOn Weiley Publishing Co-., 1963. .

24. Wooton, William Mslcle±zyLlrigono. New York: Houghton Mifflin Co. 1969.


